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Report No.: 50-400/86-77

Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
P. 0. Box 1551

. Raleigh, NC 27602

Docket No 50-400

Facility Name: Harris

Inspection Conducted: September 9 to ecember 12, 1986

License No.: NPF-63

Inspector:
J. J. Lenahan Oate Signed

Accompanying Personnel: O. Mallon, Consultant (September 30 — October 3
and November 17-18, 1986)

0
R, M. Compton, Consultant (October 14-17 and

November 18-21, 1986)

Prior to this inspection, on August 25-29, 1986,
T. McLellan, IE, and O. Mallon performed an inspection

oncerns discussed in paragraph 5.

Approved by:
J, . 8 ake, Section Chief
En in ring Branch-

vi ion of Reactor Safety

ate igned

SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection was in the areas of followup on
concerns pertaining to design and construction activities expressed by former
employees.

Results: Two violations were identified; Failure to Implement Adequate Design
Control Measures, paragraphs S.d and 7.b., and Undersized Welds on Cable Tray
Supports, paragraph 5.d. No deviations were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*P. L. Brady, Civil Engineer
" "G. L. Forehand, Director Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
*""M. Holveck, Principal Engineer
**R. Marlar, Project engineer, HPES Civil

J. W. McKay, Resident Civil Engineer
"**G

~ A. Meyer, General Manager - Construction
"'W. Pridgen, Senior Engineer
"*W. E. Seyler, Construction Manager

V. Stephenson, Civil Engineer
J. Turner, Civil Engineer

*""M. G. Wallace, Regulator Compliance Specialist
"R. A. Watson, Vice President, Harris Nuclear Project
"H. L. Williams, Principal Engineer - Civil

**J. L. Willis, Plant General Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included ten civil engineers, eight civil
QC inspectors, and twenty contract design engineers.

Other Organizations
~EBASCO)

K. Fitzgerald, Civil Engineer
V. N. Khandehlar, Civil Engineer
E. S. Kowaliki, Senior Supervising Engineer
T. McCarthy, Senior Structural Engineer
E. Odar, Senior Structural Engineer
D..Patel, Civi 1 Engineer

NRC Resident Inspectors

"S. P. Burris
"G. Maxwell

*Attended November 21, exit interview
""Attended December 12, exit interview

*""Attended both exit interviews

Exit, Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on November 21, and
December 12, 1986, with those persons indicated. in paragraph 1 above. The
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inspector described the areas inspected and discussed in. detail the inspec-
tion findings. No dissenting comments were received from the licensee. The
following new items were identified during this inspection:

Violation 400/86-77-01, Failure to Implement Adequate Design Control
Measures, paragraphs 5.d and 7.b.

Violation 400/86-77-02, Undersized Welds on Cable Tray Supports,
paragraph 5.d.

Unresolved Item 400/86-77-03, Possible Inadequacies in Design Verifica-
tion and Design Change Control Procedures, paragraph 7.b.

Inspector Followup Item 400/86-77-04, Resolution of Cable Tray Riser
Design Concerns, paragraph 7.c.

Inspector Followup Item 400/86-77-05, Painting of Restricted
Embeds, paragraph 7.e.

Inspector Followup Item 400/86-77-06, Review of Discrepancies Identi-
fied in RG 1.29 Walkdown Program, paragraph 7.g.

Inspector Followup Item 400/86-77-07, Followup on Justification for
FCR AS-2381, paragraph 7.j.

The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the materials provided
to or reviewed by the inspector during thi's inspection.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

This subject was not addressed in the inspection.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information .is required to
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations or devia-
tions. One unresolved item identified du'ring this inspection is discussed
in paragraph 7.b.

5. Case RII 86"A"0218

8ackground

An individual, hereinafter referred to as the alleger, contacted NRC

Region II on July 21, 1986, and reported that he had been terminated by
Carolina Power and Light Company because he had raised concerns about
the acceptability of several safety-related problems relating to
engineering design calculations. The concerns, which related to design
of cable tray supports, were examined by an inspector from the Office
of Inspector and Enforcement, and an NRC consultant during the week of
August 25-29, 1986. Additional fol.lowup inspections were performed on
the concerns discussed in paragraphs S.d and 5.e below by the





consultant and the NRC Region II inspector. Subsequent to contacting
NRC, the individual filed a complaint with the U. S. Department of
Labor on July 29, 1986, alleging discriminatory employment practices in
violation of the Energy Reorganization Act. The results of the Depart-
ment of Labor's investigation into the allegation are not discussed in
this inspection report.

Failure to Perform Design Analysis of Field Modification Prior to
Installation

Concern

The alleger stated that a field modification permitted the licensee to
install a tension member for a cable tray support with an eccentricity
of 7 1/2 inches. The design drawings permitted a maximum eccentricity
of only 1/4 inch for this member. The alleger was concerned that the
changes permitted by this field modification were not analyzed prior to
its implementation. The specific member involved was that installed in
Work Plan EN 2362-A-3 for cable tray support number 67.

Discussion

The inspectors examined Section 3.2 of the CP5L HPES Manual of Instruc-
tions, Processing and Control of Field Modifications and CP&L Design
Guideline 7. 1.H, Guideline for Civil Unit Field Modifications. Review
of these documents disclosed that field modifications (FM) could be
implemented by the craft prior to design approval and design verifica-
tion of the FM. The procedures specify that design verification can be
completed after field implementation of the FM. The IE inspector and
the consultant reviewed the calculations for the FM, CPS L design
verification EN 2367-A-3, dated August 11, 1986., and found them to be
adequate.

Findings

The allegation was not substantiated. The licensee did not violate
their procedures or NRC regulations by implementing the FM for cable
tray support number 67 pr'ior to design verification. The design
verification was properly completed after implementation of the FM.

Cable Tray Support Brace Angle

Concern

The alleger stated that the angle for a brace on 'a cable tray support
was changed. The alleger stated that no 'original calculations were
performed to verify this change was acceptable. The alleger stated
that when he asked why calculations were not required, he was told they
would be redundant. This concern relates to Work Plan EN 26242,
support 242, on elevation 262.
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Discussion

Review of this concern disclosed that the change to the brace angle was
implemented by a field modification. The concern was similar to that
discussed in paragraph S,b above, in that the field modification was
implemented prior to design verification. As discussed in
paragraph 5.b above, this is not a violation of the licensee's proce-
dures. The IE inspector and the consultant examined CPKL design
verification EN 26242 and determined that the field modification had
been design verified prior to its final acceptance.

Findings

The allegation was not substantiated.

Connection Detail Used on Cable Tray Supports

Concern

Some of the cable tray supports were inadequate due to problems with
engineering calculations. An example of this was generic detail G,
shown on drawing number CAR-2168-G-251, S01. The alleger stated that
calculations used to qualify this support were inadequate.

Discussion

The cable trays in the containment building are supported on U-shaped
frames attached below the elevation 286 platform steel. The verticallegs'f the U-shaped supports are W10X26 wide flange steel members
which are connected to the platform steel using two 4 x 3 1/2 x 3/8
clip angles. The connection detail on drawing number
CAR-2168-G-251-S01, Detail G, specifies that the clip angles are to be
welded to the 286 platform steel and the vertical members of the
U-shaped frame using 1/4 inch fillet welds.

In 1985, site engineering personnel noticed, while implementing a
modification to add additional lateral braces to the cable tray sup-

portss,

that the clip-angle connections had not been welded as shown on
Detail G, but instead were supported with temporary erection bolts. On
October 18, 1985, CP&L personnel issued field modification
FM-C-CAR-2168-G 251 S01 (Detail G) directing site construction person-
nel to weld the connection in accordance with the requirements shown in
Detail G. The site engineer involved in issuing the FM performed some
simple calculations which indicated that the 1/4 inch welds specified
on Detail G were of insufficient size. The engineer also had addition-
al questions pertaining to methodology used in design of the cable tray
supports. Since the original calculations had been performed by the
Architect/Engineer, EBASCO, and EBASCO had retained the design calcula-
tions in their files, these questions were unresolved until the origi-
nal calculation books could be obtained from EBASCO and transmitted to
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of this model was 69.4 Kips, compared with 70.0 Kips determined by
analytical techniques. The ultimate tensile capacity of the connection
with the first 3/8 inch weld installed (which represents as-built
conditions) was determined analytically by the finite element model to
be 118 Kips.

Subsequent to the August 25-29 inspection, the generic implication of.
inadequate design control measures were examined by the consultant and
the Region II inspector. This review focused on possible generic
problems with end connections on other cable tray supports, and other
structural steel connections. The review also addressed other areas of
design involving design assumptions by the individual responsible for
the original Detail G connection design. The licensee performed a
detailed review of structural steel connection designs utilized in
safety-related structures. The results of this review were informally
transmitted to NRC Region II in an undated report titled "Assessment of
Issues in Structural Steel Design." The regional inspector and consul-
tant reviewed this assessment, examined various connections on struc-
tural steel in Category I structures, and reviewed the calculations for
the connections.

During the licensee's assessment, the licensee determined that the only
other structural steel connections similar to Detail G were those on
the Reactor Auxiliary Building (RAB) 248 platform steel and the connec-
tions for the containment building (CB) platform steel radial beam to the
secondary shield wall embedded steel. The licensee also concluded that
no other cable tray supports had connection similar to Detail G. The
inspector examined cable trays in the auxiliary and diesel generator
buildings and verified that no other Detail G type (i.e., clip angles
attaching WF members to embeds/structural steel) connections were used
on cable trays other than the 54 affected by Detail G for installation
in the reactor building. The inspector also examined various other
structural connections in Category I buildings and verified that no
other Detail G type connection existed except the RAB 248 and CB
structural platform steel connections identified by the licensee.
Review of the calculations for the RAB 248 platform steel connections
disclosed that the configuration of these connections were generally
not the same as Detail G and axial loads were not the principal loads
acting on these connections. The principal stresses in the connections
were the results of bending stresses. ,Review of the CB platform
connection design disclosed that while some connections were similar to
Detail G, the connections were very stiff and the assumptions used for
distribution of stresses in the welds within the K+t distance were
acceptable.

The inspectors examined approximately 900 additional calculation
sheets. The emphasis of this review was to determine if correct
assumptions were used in the design analysis. Two cases were identi-
fied where incorrect assumptions were used, but these two were re-
evaluated by the licensee using the proper assumptions and found to
have no effect orr the completed calculatio'ns. Thus, these errors had





the site for review. After reviewing the EBASCO calculations it was
determined that calculations to size the weld connecting the clip angle
to the platform steel had not been performed in the original

analysis'he

on site engineering staff performed some additional calculations in
February 1986 and determined that the 1/4 inch fillet welds were
undersized. The calculations are documented in calculation number
FM-C-CAR 2168-G-251-S01 (Detail G) R-l, Justification of New Welding
Details, dated February 27, 1986. As a result of these calcul.ations,
the weld size was increased from 1/4 inch to 3/8 inch. A field modifi-
cation, FM-C-CAR-2168-G-251-S01 (Detail G) Rl, was issued on March 7,
1986, to implement the change in weld size. Design verification of
these calculations was performed on May 28, 1986.

During the August 25-29, 1986 inspection, the IE inspector and consul-
tant examined the original weld calculations and the revised
February 27, 1986, calculations performed to justify the FM. The
inspector and consultant concluded that these calculations were inade-
quate and nonconservative since the original calculations did not
include design of the weld size to attach the clip angle to the plat-
form steel and since the FM calculations did not consider bending in
the clip angle leg attached to the platform steel. In addition, the
assumptions used to distribute stresses to the outer leg of the angles
beyond the K+t distance were erroneous. However, these calculations
had been checked, verified, and signed off as acceptable by EBASCO
and/or licensee engineers. The failure of the EBASCO and/or licensee's
engineer to identify the inadequate design methodology pertaining to
the Detail G calculations (both the original and the FM) was identified
to the licensee as a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III,
in that the licensee's design verification program was not adequately
implemented. This is violation item number 400/86-77-01, Failure to
Implement Adequate Design Control Measures.

As a result of the inspection findings, licensee and EBASCO engineers
performed a detailed analysis of the Detail G connection, tested a full
scale mockup of Detail G, and performed an indepth review of EBASCO and
licensee design calculations to determine if any similar connections
had been used elsewhere in Category I structures.

Prior to performing the re-analysis of the Detail G connection, the
as"built configuration of the cable tray supports were evaluated and
the actual loads acting on the structure were recalculated. The actual
tensile load was determined to be 15.2 Kips instead of the 32.6 Kips
used in the original design. The re-analysis of the connection was
performed using the ultimate strength method for design of welds per
the AISC manual and a finite element analysis. The re-analysis showed
that the connection was adequate for the reduced loads although
some local weld overstressing was indicated. The results of the full
scale model of the connection demonstrated that the finite element
analytical techniques used in the re-analysis were accurate. In the
full scale mockup of the connection, the first 3/8 inch of weld was
omitted from the heel of the clip angle ~ The ultimate tensile capacity





no safety significance. Based on review of the calculations .and
structural steel connections, the inspectors concluded that the prob-
lems associated with Detail G were isolated and were not generic.

On October 17, 1986, the inspector discussed the need for re-inspec-
tion of the Detai 1 G welds with the licensee. The inspector was
concerned that the welds may have been possibly undersized because of
generic structural steel weld inspector problems identified by the
licensee during construction of the Harris project. These problems are
summarized in NRC Inspection Report Number 50-400/86-69. The licensee
conducted the re-inspection subsequent to this discussion. As a result
of the re-inspection, the licensee determined that 49 of the 54 welds
were slightly undersized. These welds had been previously inspected
and accepted by licensee inspectors. This problem was documented in
NCR OP-86-0149. This NCR was dispositioned by repairing thirteen of the
most critical connections with undersized welds. The failure to
complete the welds in accordance with the design requirements
(CAR 2168-G-251-S01 (Detail G) R-1) and the failure of the licensee's
gA/gC inspectors to identify the undersized welds was identified to the
licensee as Violation Item 400/86-77-02: Undersized Welds on Cable
Tray Supports.

The licensee also analyzed the cable tray supports which incorporated
Detail G with a three-dimensional model of the frames using a Stardyne
Computer Analysis. The results of this analysis indicated that the
as-built Detail G connection welds were overstressed at 17 additional
connections. This analysis incorporated as-built conditions and
addressed concerns documented by a design engineer who had formerly
been involved with the Detail G and cable tray .frame design. These
concerns are summarized on a list of pending concerns regarding design
of the cable tray supports in containment which the individual sub-
mitted to his supervisor (at the supervisor's request) prior to his
leaving employment at the site to accept a position with another
employer. The engineer's concerns are discussed in additional detail
in paragraph 7.c, below.

The Stardyne analysis indicated that the Detail G connection was
locally overstressed due to a moment transfer between the connection
and supporting beam which act on the weld parallel to the major axis of
the platform steel. The vertical load obtained by this analysis was
reduced to 6.7 Kips. The analysis incorporates very conservative
assumptions, the most conservative being the one which assumes a moment
transfer takes place between the connection and supporting beam. As a
result of the weld reinspection and the re-analysis using the 3-D
frame, 30 of the connections were modified.

Findings

The concern was substantiated. As a resul.t, the inspector determined
that the, licensee's design verification program was not adequately
implemented regarding design of the Detail G connection. This was
identified to the licensee as a Violation Item No. (400/86-77-01).
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During review of the concern, the violation pertaining to undersized
welds (Item 400/86-77-02) was also identified. This violation was not
directly related to the concern, but was the result of the detailed
inspection of the Detail G connection which was conducted by the
inspectors and licensee to resolve the concern.

Abuse of Use of Engineering Judgement

Concern

The alleger stated that the Civil Engineering Section at the Harris
Plant was encouraged and coerced to use simple statements such as
"acceptable by engineering judgement" or "considered. adequate by
engineering judgement" to substantiate justification of inspection
report deficiencies on numerous occasions. Some of the deficiencies
were of such simple nature that minimal research and no additional
calculations were necessary to justify approval. On the other hand,
many of the deficiencies were of a complexity requiring additional
investigation and revised calculations to determine the approval or
disapproval of the existing condition, and this required work was not
performed due to coercive pressures by supervisors to approve by
engineering judgement.

Discussion

The inspector discussed this concern with numerous engineers employed
at the Harris site. Some of the individuals questioned did indicate
that, in their opinion, use of "acceptable by engineering judgement" in
calculations was sometimes abused. However, the engineers who made
these comments could not identify any specific calculations or design
work where the inspector could find errors. As discussed in para-
graph 5.d above, two examples of incorrect assumptions were identified
by the inspectors during review of design calculations. Mith the
exception of some isolated examples of incorrect "acceptable by
engineering judgement" disclosed during review of numerous design
calculations examined to resolve allegations discussed in this report,
the inspector concluded'hat the term "acceptable by engineering
judgement" was not incorrectly used to justify acceptance of design
changes or gC inspection report deficiencies. The examples found by
the inspector more often involved poor documentation of assumptions
rather than acceptable by engineering judgement. That is, the term
"acceptable by engineering judgement" was used in place of documenting
in the calculation that the loads were compared to those in other
calculations and since they were much lower, are obviously acceptable.
Re-evaluation of these cases disclosed that they had no safety
significance.



,
Findings

The concern was not substantiated. While there were some isolated
occurrences of "acceptance by engineering judgement" when detailed
calculations should have been performed, these cases were found to have
no safety significance when detailed calculations were completed. The
final output of the calculations were not affected by the design
calculation revi'sions.

Conclusions

One of the four c'oncerns expressed by the alleger was substantiated..
This resulted in Violation Item No. 400/86-77-01 in that the licensee
did not adequately implement the design verification program. An
additional violation was also identified during review of this concern
pertaining to undersized welds on the Detail G connection. The remain-
ing three concerns were not substantiated.

6. Case

Within the area inspected, no deviations were identified.

RII 86"A-0243

0 a.

b.

Background

An anonymous individual sent an unsigned letter to NRC Region II in
which he expressed several concerns relating to design of pipe supports
and steel plates embedded in concrete (embeds). A copy of a quality
check, number 6635, was attached to the unsigned letter. Followup on
these allegations is discussed in paragraphs 6.b thru 6.f below.

Training of Engineers in Use of Computer programs

Concern

-CPKL committed to NRC to conduct training classes to ensure all engi-
neers were familiar with computer programs used in design of pipe
supports and base plates. No formal training classes were even held to
provide this training except for a 10 minute class taught during lunch
time on one occasion. The alleger stated that absolutely nothing was
taught during this class and that all attendees treated it as a joke.
The, alleger also stated that a guality Check was reported on these
training sessions but that no action was taken to correct the problem.

Discussion

Review of NRC 'Region II inspection reports and CP5L commitments to NRC

disclosed that the licensee had never committed to provide computer
training to all engineers involved in pipe support/baseplate design.
Therefore, the statement in the above concern is incorrect; however,
review of the inspection reports disclosed that a similar concern was
raised by another individual in 1985. Review of this concern was
performed by Region II inspector, Mr. W. Liu, during an inspection
conducted September 30 — October 4, 1985 (see Inspection Report
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,50-400/85-36). During the inspection, Mr. Liu identified a weakness in
the licensee's program in the area of training newly hired engineers in
the use of STRUOL computer programs. The matter w'as identified as
Inspection Followup Item 400/85-36-01. Mr. Liu reviewed this item
during an inspection conducted April 21-25, 1986 (see Inspection Report
No. 50-400/86-32). He examined the results of a technical review
conducted by the licensee of randomly selected STRUDL analyses of pipe
supports which confirmed the competence of engineers using STRUDL. In
addition, the licensee generated procedure 7.6.K, Guidelines for
Computer Control Programs, to establish requirements for control and
use of computer programs.

In order to followup on this latest concern regarding training, the
inspector examined procedure 7.6.K and discussed training requirements
for use of computer programs with responsible licensee engineers.
Review of procedure 7.6.K disclosed that the procedure requires that
engineers using. the computer programs are required to have prior
experience in use of the particular program they were using. The
procedure also required that each individual using the programs had
completed the user's manuals, and that project engineers maintain lists
of personnel authorized to use various programs. Discussions with
licensee supervisory engineers disclosed that the majority of engineers
who performed analysis of pipe supports and baseplates were hired based
on previous experience in this area, including use of STRUOL and other
computer programs. In cases where individuals didn't have previous
experience in a particular computer program, the individuals, were
trained on a one-on-one basis, as required by procedure 7.6.K, by an
experienced engineer assigned by the unit lead Project Engioeer.
Further discussion with licensee engineers disclosed that a guality
Check, OCR number 4891, was submitted by an individual on December 19,
1985, regarding training of engineers in use of computer programs.

The inspector reviewed the gCR 4891 and the licensee's response to it.
Review of the gCR disclosed that it was almost verbatim as the concern
listed above. Review of the licensee's response to the quality check
disclosed that a training session was held during lunch time on four
consecutive days, November 12-15, 1985. The subject matter was General
Input Mistakes. TSe inspector discussed the purpose of the training
sessions with the licensee engineer who served as instructor for the
training. These discussions disclosed that the reasons for the meeting
was to discuss computer input errors and efficient computer utiliza"
tion. The training was not for the purpose of qualifying individuals
to use computer programs. During the training sessions, individuals
were asked to discuss problems with the programs. The instructor
stated that these types of sessions were held often to provide informa-
tion to computer program users.
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Findings

The concern was not substantiated. The licensee had never committed to
provide formal training classes to engineers using computer

programs'ngineersusing the programs were qualified through previous experience
and review of users manuals, or by one-on-one training if they had not
had previous experience in use of the programs.

Supervision of Design Engineers

Concern

Engineers were in fear of their jobs since IDR took over'. The hanger
group was manipulated to play loose with work procedures and design
guidelines. In addition, there was obvious conflict of interest with
the owner of the contract engineering firm managing his own employees.

Discussion:

IOR is the abbreviation of a company called Independent Design Review.
The licensee had a contract with this firm to provide design engineers
to supplement the licensee's staff. These engineers are typically
referred to as "job shoppers" and are hired by utilities and other
companies for short duration assignments. The licensee had similar
contracts with several other firms. NRC does not require that the
licensee have direct supervisory control of job shop engineers. The
licensee may delegate this authority to any qualified individual.
Mhether any potential commercial conflict of interest would exist with
a contract engineering firm manager having direct supervisory control
over his own employees and being in a position where he was able to
recommend to licensee management whether to hire and/or fire employees
of other contract engineering firms is not within the purview of NRC
regulations. In addition, the number of IOR engineers employed at the
site was relatively small compared to the total number of contract
engineers employed onsite. A total of 23 IOR engineers had been
employed in the Hangers subunit at the Harris site compared to a maximum
of approximately 200 contract civil-structural engineers employed at one
time in the Civil, Hanger 'and Stress subunits and a maximum of
approximately 500 contract engineers employed in all disciplines on
site. Putting this concern in the proper perspective, the employment
of IOR engineer s had little impact on design/construction of the Harris
project.

The inspector discussed this concern with numerous engineers employed at
the Harris site. These discussions disclosed that after IDR was
retained by the licensee, .the IDR owner was appointed supervisor in the
hanger engineering group. The individual was under the direct supervision
of a CP@L employee who is currently the manager of Nuclear Engineering.
At the time IDR was retained, several engineers were laid off for
various reasons in the hanger engineering group. Some but not all were
replaced with IDR personnel. The discussions disclosed that some
engineers were in fear of their jobs due to lay-off in the hanger
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d.

engineering group. However, none of the individuals questioned felt
that engineers were being pressured to perform and -accept design work
which did not comply with good engineering practices and project and
NRC requirements. Some of'he individuals que'stioned, implied that use
of engineering judgement may have been abused at times, and that some
IDR personnel may not have been qualified. However, the engineers who
made these comments could not name any specific calculations or design
work where the inspector could find errors. One or two individuals
mentioned problems detected with specific pipe supports during the
review process but these errors were detected and corrected by the
licensee (Review of specific problems disclosed by various individuals
is discussed in paragraphs 6.f and 7.i below) ~ Concerns over use of
engineering judgement and qualifications of pipe support engineers
were previously brought to the attention of NRC Region II in 1985.
These concerns were examined by Region II inspector W. Liu. Results of
this inspection, which are documented in Region II Report 50-400/85-36,
were that the concerns were not substantiated. To followup on this
latest concern, the inspector reviewed the resumes of the 23 IDR
engineers who had been employed at the Harris site. This review
disclosed that all of them had prior experience in hanger design.
Twenty-one of the 23 had BS or HS degrees in engineering. The two
individuals who did not have degrees had extensive previous experience
and background in pipe hanger design.

Findings

The concern was not „substantiated. There were apparently numerous
conflicts between the IDR manager and the engineers he was supervising.
However, there 'is no evidence that these differences affected the
adequacy of design of pipe supports and/or baseplates.

Loads Due to Self-Weight Excitation

Concern

None of the hangers, HVAC, instrumentation, conduit, and cable tray
loads have included loads due to self weight excitation. Prior to
June 1985, no self weight excitation was considered for any hanger, and
since then, only long unbraced structures have been evaluated for self
weight excitation.

e

Discussion

The problem addressed by this concern was identified during the NRC

Integrated Design Inspection (IDI) conducted December 1984 through
February 13, 1985 (See Inspection Report No. 50-400/84-48). This was
identified as a design deficiency item D.34-1, Pipe Support Strut
Design. In response to this finding, the licensee conducted field walk
downs and drawing reviews and identified 27 slender struts. Detailed
dynamic analyses were conducted on seven of the slender struts. The
results of the analysis, which were reviewed by the NRC IDI team,
indicated that calculated stresses were within code allowable values,
and that calculated strut axial displacement were within project
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commitments. The licensee revised Design Guideline 7.2.c, Completion
of Hanger Calculation Packages to address the design of unbraced
slender seismic supports. The NRC IDE team found the licensee's
corrective actions to be acceptable and resolved this item during a
followup inspection conducted on July 22 — 24, 1985. (See Inspection
Report No. 50-400/84-48, Supplement 1).

Findings

e.

This concern is substantiated in that self-weight excitation loads were
not included in design of hanger, HVAC, Instrumentation, conduit and
cable tray loads. However, for rigid supports with high natural
frequencies the effect of self-weight excitation on the support would
be minimal and thus were not considered. The licensee evaluated seven
of the worst case supports with low natural frequencies (i.e., long
slender, unbraced supports) considering the effects of self-weight
excitation and found that both deflections and stresses were within
code allowable, even under vibrational loading, for these supports
(struts). Thus, .the licensee concluded that their method of analysis
was sufficiently conservative. The NRC IDE Team accepted the licensee's
conclusions. This concern did not impact safety.

qualification of Embedded Plates

Concern

A statistical sampling method used to qualify all embeds (embedded
plates) may not have been adequate since major loads were not investi-
gated and effect of adjacent attachments and embeds were not
considered.

Discussion:

In order to verify the adequacy of as-built reinforced concrete walls
and floor/ceiling slabs (panels), and the embedded strip plates con-
tained within the panels, the licensee conducted a design verification
stu'dy of selected areas in Category I buildings at the site. The
results of this study are summarized in a report titled "Panel Verifi-
cation Report." This report is commonly referred to as report PVR-1.
The study involved selection of panels to be analyzed, walkdowns to
obtain as-built data, determination of loads action on panels from
walkdown data and design calculations, and design evaluation of embed-
ded strip plates and concrete panel sections. The inspector made a
detailed review of the report, conducted field walkdowns, and reviewed
design calculations. Details of the review follow below.

(1) Selection of Panels to be Analyzed

The inspector discussed the criteria. used to determine which
panels would be evaluated with the licensee and EBASCO engineers.
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These discussions disclosed that considerations in panel selection
included:

Number and density of embedded plates, anchored (surface
mounted) plates and other type of concrete anchorages

Magnitude of loads from attachments to embedded plates and
concrete anchorages

Panel thickness and span length

Number and size of penetrations/openings in panels

The discussions disclosed that the panels selected for analysis
represented the worst case conditions. That is, panels were
intentionally selected which had combination of maximum span
widths, largest numbers and concentrations of embeds, largest
openings, and heaviest loads acting on them. The inspector,
accompanied by licensee and EBASCO engineers, walked down portions
of the auxiliary building on elevations 236, 261, and 286 and
verified that slab and wall panels analyzed were selected in
accordance with the criteria listed above. The locations of
panels analyzed under the panel verification program are indicated
on drawing number CPL-2-167-S-9508, General Key Plan - Slab and
Wall Panels for Panel Verification Walkdowns."

(2) Verification of As-Built Information

After panels were selected for analysis, a detailed walkdown
inspection was conducted by teams of licensee and EBASCO engineers
to obtain the following data for the analysis.

Size and location of embedded strip plates, engineered plates
and surface mounted (with expansion anchors) plates.

Location and description of attachments to these plates.

Location and size of penetrations, core drilled holes, door
openings, access openings, etc.

Any other pertinent information deemed necessary by the
engineer.

This information was recorded on sketches during the field
walkdowns. Full size drawings were prepared from the sketches.
The inspector examined drawing numbers CPL-2167-S-9508-AB1 through
— AB8, AB-13, AB-15, AB-18, AB-19, AC-1, AC-4, AC-6, AC-7, AC-10,
AC-11, AC-13, and AC-19 which show attachments to various panels
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in the auxiliary building.'he inspector performed a walkdown
inspection and examined slab panel numbers AB-5 (Column lines B-C,
23-26), and AB-4 (column lines C-D, 31-36) and wall panel.
Numbers AB-12, (column lines E-D, elevation 236 to 261), AB-15
(column lines C-D, elevation 236 to 261) and AB-18 (column
lines 36-39, elevation 261 to 286). During the walkdown inspec-
tion, the inspector verified the as-built details of the panels
were accurately shown on the appropriate panel verification
drawings. These details included location and identification of
attachments to embedded and surface mounted plates, and location
of opepings in the panel. The inspector noted, during the
walkdown inspection, that a small number of hangers supporting
small diameter piping, primarily fire protection branch sprinkler
lines; were not indicated on the as-built panel drawing. However,
the loads imposed on the embeds by these hangers were negligible
compared to embed capacity.

(3) Review of Calculations

The inspector reviewed the calculations which form the basis of
report PYR-1. Calculations examined were as follow:

Calculation Book PVP-1, Panel Verification - General
Information,

Calculation Book PVP-2, Strip Plate Calculations

Calculation Book PVP-3, Capacity of Embeds, Panels AB-1,
AB-2, and AB-3

Calculation Book PVP-4, Capacity of Embeds, Panels AB-4 and
AB-5

Calculation Book PVP-5, Capacity of Embeds, Panels AB-6 and
AB"7

Calculation Book PVP-6, Capacity of Embeds, Panels AB-8 an'd
AB-9

Calculation Book PVP-16, Capacity of Embeds Panels AC-11 and
AC-12

Calculation Book PBP-17, Capacity of Embeds Panels AC-13 and
AC-14

Calculation Book PVC-1, Panel Verification Computer Analysis,
Panel AB-8

Calculation Book PVC-2, Panel Verification Computer Analysis,
Panel AC-7
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Review of the calculations disclosed that embed capacity was
checked for all strip embed plates where two or more attachments
were less that 12 inches center to center, where single attach-
ments or plates had heavy loads, and where attachments on strip
plates were located where edge distance of studs from adjoining
plates or openings is less than required to develop full stud
capacity. All of the embeds were found to be adequate. None of
the attachments exceed embed capacity.

The capacity of the concrete panels was checked using finite
element calculations. Strength capacity of panels complied with
project design

requirements'indings

The concern was not substantiated. The calculations used to
qualify the embedded plates did consider major loads and affect of
adjacent attachments and embeds.

f. Review of QCR 6635

Introduction

Quality Check Report (QCR) No. 6635 contained numerous concerns
related to the design of pipe supports and embedded plated and the
licensee's PVR-1 report discussed in paragraph 6.e, above. The
inspector reviewed the licensee's response to this QCR and per-
formed an independent review of each concern expressed in the QCR.
The concerns and the results, of the inspector's review of the
concerns are summarized below:

(1) Limitations of EBASCO Interaction Equation

QCR Concern

The EBASCO interaction equation has several limitations which
result in reducing conservatism of embed analysis. The QCR
stated that the EBASCO equation did not consider stud allow-
able reduction for seams in the embed plates, adjacent
attachments, free edge distance violations, pipe sleeves, or
concrete defects. The QCR also stated that the EBASCO
equation was based on only one attachment within 12 linear
inches on the embed and did not account for additional
attachments withi,n the 12 inches.

Discussion

Embedded strip plates used on the Harris project were one of
two types installed in the concrete walls, floors and ceiling
at approximately 4'0" centers. These were designated Type 1,
(6" wide, 3/4" thick A-36 steel plates with one row of Nelson
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studs on 12 inch maximum centers) and Type 2, (8" wide, 1"
thick A-36 steel plates with two rows of Nelson studs on 12"
maximum centers). The spacing of the Nelson studs were
reduced at seams in the plates. In addition to the strip
plates, embeds specifically designed for a particular use, or
loading e.g. a very large pipe support, were installed in the
concrete. These were designated Engineered Plates and were
rectangular or square plates of various sizes or thickness
depending on design requirements.

The inspector discussed the use of the EBASCO interaction
equation with licensee engineers and examined HPES proce-
dure 7. 1. I, Guidelines for the Analysis of Embedded Plates.
These discussions disclosed that the EBASCO Interaction
formula which was used to design the strip embed plate is
based on a linear (i.e., straight line) interaction equation
which contains a design margin of approximately 20 percent.
The straight line equation is as follows.

F + M

Fal 1 al 1

where F is shear force acting on embed

F ll is allowable shear forceal 1

M is bending moment acting on embed

M ll is allowable bending moment

1.0

This equation was initially used to check loads acting on the
embed plates. If the embed was not acceptable by use of this
method, the embed was checked using a interfacing-interaction
curve developed by EBASCO. This curve more closely repre-
sented the behavior of the embed and did not contain an extra
20 percent design margin, though this equation still had some
built-in conservatism.

Both the linear interaction equation and the non-linear
interfacing"interaction equations are based on assumption
that the attachments to the strip embed plates will have an
eccentricity of two inches. That is, the loads were assumed
to act two inches from the centerline of the embed, even
though they were generally attached at, or in close proximity
to the centerline. The assumption of the two inch eccen-
tricity introduces additional conservatism into the strip
embed analysis'
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If the embedded plates still could not be qualified using the
interfacing-interaction curve, the licensee had the option to
use one of two proprietary finite element baseplate design
programs, the NPS Baseplate or COC Baseplate II programs.
These programs permit the designer to more closely duplicate
the actual loading conditions for the embedded plate and
eliminates the additional conservatism inherent with the
EBASCO equations'he analysis performed using the finite
element programs incorporates all design loads, safety
factors, and allowable stresses required by industry codes
and NRC regulations. However, ,the additional conservative
assumptions (load acting directly over a Nelson stud, two
inch eccentric loading, loads acting as point loads, not
distributed over the area of attachment) incorporated into
the EBASCO equations are not included in the finite element
programs. To summarize this discussion, the EBASCO interac-
tion linear equations are simple to use and always give very
conservative results. However, if use of this equation
indicates that the stresses in the strip embeds are unaccept-
able, more refined analytical techniques can be used to
determine the actual stresses acting on the embedded plates.It is acceptable and is normal design engineering practice to
approach a design problem using very simple, conservative
analytical techniques and use more sophisticated techniques
when the simple conservative ones do not give reasonable
results.

The limitations of the EBASCO interaction equations listed in
the gCR could also be considered limitations in any method of
baseplate analysis. However, these factors were considered
in generic design of the embed strip and engineered plates.

In addition, the licensee's panel verification program
(PVR-1), demonstrated the adequacy and design conservatism
used for design of the embedded plates on the Harris project.
This program selected and analyzed the worst case conditions
using very conservative techniques and no deficiencies were
identified. In addition, the restricted embed program
discussed in paragraph 7.e indicated that the licensee's
embed design program accounted for the limitations expressed
in the gCR.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated. The inspector concluded
that analytical techniques used in design of embedded plates
were conservative.
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Unevaluated Embeds

QCR Concern

The ceiling embeds in the auxiliary building on
elevations 236 and 261, Columns B to 0, and 26 to 39 contain
thousands of unevaluated 12 inch spacing violations. In
addition, embeds on both sides of the secondary shield wall
in the containment building contain numerous violations. The
embeds in these areas were so close together that they never
would have satisfied the basic assumptions on stud capacity
which made the EBASCO interaction formula valid.

Discussion

The inspector walked down the areas mentioned in this con-
cern. Based on this walkdown inspection the inspector
concluded that although these areas contain numerous attach-
ments to embeds, the embeds in the area examined by the PVR-1
program had more attachments. The inspector discussed this
concern with numerous licensee and contract engineers who
currently were or had been involved in design of embeds and
individuals named by the alleger in Case No. RII-86-A-0254
(See paragraph 7). Two individuals stated they had concerns
regarding the area in the auxiliary building specified in the
concern.

The inspector discussed this concern with licensee HPES
supervisory engineers. In order to expedite resolution of
this concern, the licensee agreed to analyze embeds in areas
named in the concern. The inspector selected two areas on
the cei ling above elevation 236 (bottom of slab
elevation 259) between column lines C-0 and 26-28, designated
as slab Panel AB-21 and between column lines C-D, 36-38,
designated as slab Panel AB-22 for analysis. A licensee
engineer with extensive experience in design of embedded
plates and attachments performed a walkdown of the
containment building and selected 10 areas on ihe secondary
shield wall which represented worst case loading conditions
for analysis. The licensee assigned experienced design
engineers to prepare as-built drawings of the embeds in these
areas and to perform an analysis of the embedded plates.
After the analysis was completed, the inspector walked down
the area and verified that the as-built sketches accurately
reflected the type and location of attachments to the embeds,
and included the locations of adjacent embeds or expansion
anchors which would have overlapping shear cones, openings in
slabs, free-edge violations, and the presence of concrete
defects, if any. The inspector also verified that the worst
case conditions were selected for analysis'fter the
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walkdown was completed, the inspector made a detail review of
the design calculations performed to qualify the embeds. The
inspector verified correct attachment loads were included in
the analysis, verified that the proper design methods were
used and that safety factors used in the analysis were
appropriate. All the embeds design verified during this
analysis complied with project requirements.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated. The PVR-1 program ana-
lyzed the worst case conditions. The licensee was coopera-
tive in performing the additional analysis described above to
resolve the concern. The additional analysis demonstrated
the conservatism in the licensee's embed design program.

Concerns Regarding PVR-1 Program

QCR Concern

The QCR stated that the author of the PVR-1 report had
reservations regarding the embed program at the site and
recommended in the report that no additional attachments be
made within 12 inches of existing attachments to embeds. The
QCR also implied that the data in the report was manipulated
to control sample selection to justify the licensee's design
approach for embeds.

Discussion

The inspector questioned the author of the PVR-1 reports and
other engineers involved in the PVR-1 program regarding any
reservations they had concerning the embed program at the

=Harris site. All these individuals felt that the PVR-1
program -was conservative. None had any reservations concern-
ing embeds, or any other matter which impacted safety.
Review of the PVR-1 report disclosed that there were no
recommendations or conclusions that no additional attachments
could be made within 12 inches of existing attachments.
Also, based on review of PVR-1, the inspector concluded that
sample selection was manipulated to pick worst case condi-
tions, not to select only areas which would result in minimum
loads as the QCR implied.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated.
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IEB 79-14 Review Process

QCR Concern

No .hangers were walked down and no attachments were verified
by field inspection. As an example the concern referenced
the hanger PD-H-143 calculations which stated that no addi-
tional attachments were made to the embed plate when in fact
several additional'angers had been attached to the same
embed.

Discussion

.

Numerous inspections of the licensee's IEB 79-14 program were
conducted by NRC Region II inspectors. During these inspec-
tions, the Region II inspectors verified that the licensee
conducted a field walkdown program and prepared as-built
drawings of pipe hangers. This program was conducted by the
contractor's (Daniel) field engineers in accordance with CP&L
Procedure MP-141, "As Constructed Pipe". During the program,
the location of other attachments to embeds of the hanger
being as-built were not indicated on the hanger drawing.
However, the adequacy of the licensee's embed design program
has been demonstrated by the PYR-1 program, the restricted
embed program, and the results of the other studies conducted
at the request of the inspector.

After the final as-built drawings of piping systems were
completed, the drawings were submitted to the HPES Stress
Analysis Subunit for analysis. The stress analysis group
calculated revised hanger loads based on the completed
as-built conditions. The revised hanger loads were then
submitted to the Hangers Subunit "79-14 Roll-up" group. This
group performed final verification checks on the pipe hangers
using the as-built final piping loads. In the majority of
the cases, the loads acting on the hangers decreased. The
Roll-up group did not walkdown pipe hangers or verify attach-
ment loads. 'he inspector examined the .calculations for
hanger PO-H-143 and discussed this problem with licensee
engineers. These discussions disclosed that the statement of
the concern regarding hanger PO-H-143 was based on a note on
Page 7 of 9 of the. final hanger calculation which stated
"There is no other support attached to the plate or loads
interact from other bolts." This was an incorrect statement.
This problem was identified by and corrected by the licensee
on July 23, 1986, during final verification performed for
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hanger number CX-H-741. This hanger is attached to the same
engineered plate as hanger PD-H-143. This error is not
indicative of a breakdown in the licensee 79-14 or embed
design program.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated.

g. Conclusions

One of five concerns expressed by the alleger was substantiated.
However, this problem had been identified'by NRC approximately 18
months prior to the date of the allegation. The licensee's
corrective actions to resolve this problem were reviewed and
accepted by NRC approximately one year prior to the date of the
allegation. Thus, the substantiated concern had no safety
significance. The remaining four concerns were not substantiated.

Within the area inspected, no violations or deviations were
identified.

7. Case RII 86-A-0254

a. Background

An individual contacted NRC Region II and expressed several concerns
pertaining to design of cable tray supports, pipe supports, and embeds.
The individual was unable to provide the inspectors with any specific
information pertaining to the allegations, but did provide the inspec-
tors with names of individuals who he stated had, first hand knowledge
of the allegations.

In order to followup on the concerns expressed by the individual who
had no first hand information regarding the alleged deficiencies, two
NRC Region II personnel (an investigator and mechanical engineer)
conducted formal interviews with the individuals the alleger stated had
first hand information regarding the problems. These interviews were
conducted in the presence of and transcribed by a court reporter. The
concerns and the results of the inspection of these concerns is dis-
cussed in paragraph 7.b thru 7.1 below.

b. Design of Fuel Pool Rack Support Concern

Concern

0
The alleger stated that incorrect design criteria and assumptions were
used in design of the fuel pool racks. The alleger stated that the
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design problems were cause by failure to properly consider temperature
differentials. The alleger could not provide any specific details but
provided the inspectors with the names of the calculation where
problems could be identified.

Discussion

In order to increase the storage capacity of the fuel pools, the
licensee decided to install high density fuel storage racks in the new
and spent fuel pools. The high density racks, which are a proprietary
design of Westinghouse, have a different installation pattern from
those specified in the original design. In the original design, the
legs of the spent fuel racks were to be supported directly on steel
plates embedded in the reinforced concrete under the fuel pool liner.
The change in rack design resulted in some of the high density rack
assembly legs resting on the liner plate and not on the embedded
support plates. During the installation of the high density racks, the
licensee identified a problem with leveling and vertical alignment of
the racks. Further investigation of the problem disclosed that a small
gap existed below the fuel pool liner plate which permitted the liner
to deflect causing the racks to be out of tolerance in vertical align-
ment. The licensee issued FCR AS-10360 to correct this problem in the
new fuel pool. This FCR was reviewed by an NRC Region II inspector
during inspections conducted January 21 — 24, 1986 (see Inspection
Report 50-400/86-05) and April 21 — 25, 1986 (see Inspection Report
50-400/86-29). The inspector examined the licensee's design changes to
address this problem during these inspections but did not review the
backup design calculations which formed the basis for these changes.
The solution to this problem was to support the high density fuel racks
in the new fuel pool on beams installed to bridge the distance between
existing embeds.

The inspector questioned licensee engineers regarding the design
methodology used to design the fuel pool rack assembly support beams,
including the beam embed connections. These discussions and review of
the calculations pertaining to FCR AS-10360 disclosed that temperature
differentials were considered in the analysis. The effect of the
temperature differentials combined with seismic loads produce highly
stressed welds in the beam embed connections. Review of the calcula-
tions and review of a report prepared by a consultant retained by the
licensee in November 1986, to perform an independent review of these
calculations disclosed that the weld stresses considerably exceeded
code allowable values. In addition, the assumptions used to redis-
tribute and thereby reduce the weld stresses were questionable.
However, these calculations had been checked, verified, and signed off
as acceptable by EBASCO and/or licensee engineers. Further review of
the calculations disclosed that portions of them had been verified/
checked by the immediate supervisor of the design engineer performing
the calculations in violation of the licensee's design control proce-
dures. The failure of the EBASCO and/or licensee's engineers to
identify the above errors pertaining to the FCR AS-10360 calculations





were identified to the licensee as another example of violation item
400/86-77-01, Failure to Implement Adequate Design Control Measures
(see paragraph 5.d). The licensee issued NCR No. OP-86-0185 to dispo-
sition this problem after the violation was identified by the
inspector.

Additional discussion of this problem with licensee engineers dis'closed
that the original design calculations for FCR AS-10360 had been com-
pleted and checked by two individuals, Individuals A and B. These
calculations showed unacceptable high stresses in the welds. Another
Individual, Individual C, a Supervisor, and Individual C's supervisor
then revised Individuals A and B's calculations using the inappropriate
methods discussed above. Individual A and B's calculations had been
essentially complete except for the HPES principal engineer's signature
on the calculations cover sheet. These original calculations were then
changed by Individual C to redistribute the weld stre'sses and accept
weld stresses which exceeded code allowable values. The design verifi-
cation of the revised calculations was performed by Individual C's
supervisor. More than.90 percent of original calculations were re-
tained in the revised calculation package. However, the calculations
were reorganized (pages renumbered, notes added, etc.) and new sheets
added by individual .C. The inspector questioned whether the changes to
Individuals A and B's calculations should have been handled as a design
change. This problem, indicates a possible weakness in the CPKL's
design control program. Pending further review by'RC Region II of the
CP5L's design control procedures, this was identified to the licensee
as Unresolved Item 400/86-77-03, Possible Inadequacies in Design
Verification and Design Change Control Procedures.

Findings

The concern was substantiated. Incorrect design criteria and design
assumptions were used in redesign of the fuel pool rack support struc-
ture. The problem was similar to that identified with Detail G. As a
result, another example of Violation 400/86-77-01, Failure to Implement
Adequate Design Control Measures, was identified.

Design of Cable Tray Supports

The alleger stated that 70 percent of the cable tray supports installed
in the containment building failed analysis. The alleger had no first
hand information regarding the deficiencies in the design analysis of
the cable try supports, but provided the following information which
the alleger perceived as indications of these alleged design
deficiencies.



Concern

An EBASCO engineer, Individual 0, was heard to comment that he did
not agree with the design criteria employed for design of the
cable tray supports. The alleger. stated that Individual 0 refused
to "sign-off" on the design criteria.

Discussion

Individual D was questioned by the inspectors and asked if he
agreed with the design criteria used to design of the cable tray
supports. Individual 0 stated that at times he had disagreements
with some of the criteria, but that those disagreements were minor
in nature, and that as the design criteria evol'ved, his concerns
were resolved. Individual 0 stated that his concerns did not
really involve the design criteria, but rather the methods, that
is, ways to approach various design problems. Individual 0 stated
that he was satisfied with the design criteria used for support
design, although he felt that the finite element technique used to
evaluate the "Detail G" connections were overly conservative and
did not represent actual physical conditions regarding the true
behavior of the connections under design loading conditions.
However, since the finite element techniques were conservative,
this has no safety significance.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated. Individual D did concur with
cable tray support design criteria.

Concern

The analysis of the cable tray support connections to the platform
steel (Detail G) considered only axial loads. All other loads
(bending, horizontal, etc.) were neglected. Individual E modeled
one of the electrical support frames and performed a finite
element analysis. Even though the design loads were reduced by 70
percent, the welds still failed. Individual E prepared a list of
concerns pertaining to the analysis he performed.

Discussion

The concern regarding Detail G is discussed in paragraph 5.d,
above. This same concern was expressed by another individual
approximately two months before the alleger contacted NRC. Review
of the design calculations disclosed that axial loads were the
most significant loads acting on the connections and these loads
controlled the design of Detail G. After lateral braces were
added to the supports, Individual E prepared a three dimensional
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model of the enti're frame for finite el ement analysi s. Thi s

analysis incorporated as-built conditions, i.e., the actual
configuration of the frame and the actual design loads actions on
the frame. The actual loads acting in the frames were consider-
ably less than those assumed in the original design analysis.
Individual E resigned his position at the Harris site to accept a
position with another employer prior to completing the analysis.
Prior to leaving the site, Individual E submitted a list of
pending concerns regarding design of the cable tray supports in
containment to his supervisor. The finite element analysis was
completed in November 1986, using the worst case conditions. That
is, the frame with the m4ximum combined loads contributed by cable
trays, conduit and piping was analyzed. A summary of
Individual E's concern which were pending when he left employment
at the site are listed below. The inspector and consultant
reviewed the November 1986, Detail G calculations and verified
that Individual E's concerns were resolved. Individual E's
concerns were as follows:

(a) Concern

The frames were designed using a two-dimensional analysis.
The three-dimensional analysis is required to accurately
account for frame and connection behavior under dynamic load
conditions.

Resolution

A three dimension frame analysis was completed

(b) Concern

Longitudinal bracing was not included in two-dimensional
analysi s.

Resolution

The longitudinal bracing was included in the 3-0 model and
analysis.

(c) Concern

Each frame is a unique structure due to a variety of attach-
ments and bracing schemes. Therefore, several unique models
may be required to be analyzed instead of one typical mode.

Resolution

The licensee analyzed the "worst" case conditions That is,
the frame with the largest attachment loads was analyzed.
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(d) Concern

Due to numerous attachments to the structures (e.g., piping,
electrical conduit, unscheduled support, etc.) as-built
drawings are required. Concern was that as-built. loads would
exceed the original design loads.

Resolution

The frames were as-built and the as-built loads were used in
the analysis. The as-built loads were found to be less than
those used in the original analysis.

(e) Concern

Frame may not comply with deflection criteria (1/16" maximum)
permitted for attached pipe supports.

Resolution

The deflection was checked and found to be less than 1/16".
This complies with pipe support deflection criteria.

(f) Concern

~ Frequency calculations were not performed for attaching
conduit and instrument supports to electrical frames.

Resolution

Conservative values were used for reactions from conduit
support loads. These loads were determined from actual
as-built condition and multiplied by appropriate "G" factors
to determine seismic loads.

As discussed in paragraph 5.d above, the three-dimensional frame
analysis indicated that the Detail G connection welds were locally
overstressed due to a moment transfer between the connection and
supporting beam acting on the weld parallel to the strong (major)
axis of the platform steel. This analysis showed torsion, bending
moment, and horizontal and axial loads acting on the Detail G

connections. The analysis incorporated very conservative

assumptions'iscussions

with licensee engineers disclosed that Individual E

also had submitted a list of concerns pertaining to containment
cable tray riser'tructures. These structures are shown on
drawing number CAR-2168-G- 251S05 and S06. The inspector reviewed
the concerns and discussed their resolution with licensee supervi-
sory engineers. These discussions disclosed that the licensee was
in the process of finalizing the cable tray riser calculations to
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resolve these concerns during November — December 1986. After
these analysis are completed, the inspector will review calcula-
tions and verify they were properly resolved. Review of these
concerns was identified to the licensee as Inspector Followup Item
400/86-77-04, Resolution of Cable Tray Riser Design Concerns.

Findings

The concern was substantiated in that problems did exist in the
design of the Detail G connection. A similar concern was
expressed by another individual previously. Results of review of
this concern are discussed in paragraph 5.d above. A violation
was identified by the inspectors pertaining to the Detail G

connection design (See paragraph S.d). Also, an individual did
have some additional concerns pertaining to design of cable tray
supports. However, these concerns have been resolved.

Concern

The alleger stated that when Individual F discussed concerns that
he (Individual F) had regarding design of cable tray supports with
a CP8L supervisor, the supervisor stated to Individual F, "Do you
know what happened to the last guy that came in with that same
concerns I fired him!" The alleger stated that Individual F
resigned two weeks later stating "I'm not working under those
conditions." The implication of this concern is that Individual F
was to make the design work, even if it meant performing an
erroneous design analysis,. or else he would be terminated.

Discussion

The inspectors questioned Individual F regarding whether or not he
was threatened by his supervisor when he raised concerns regarding
design of cable tray supports or any other concerns or design
problems. Individual F denied that he was ever threatened with
any actions when he raised concerns. Individual F also denied
that he was reminded by a CP&L supervisor or anyone else on site
that the last engineer to raise these same concerns was fired.
Individual F was questioned regarding his reasons for terminating
his employment at the site. Individual F stated that he resigned
to take a new position with another company since the new position
offered longer term employment. Individual F said that since
design and construction of the Harris plant was completed, he
realized that he would be laid off due to a reduction in force
within a few weeks and therefore accepted a new long"term position
with another company. Individual F stated that another major
factor in his accepting a position with his new employer was that
his new place of employment would be near his home (several
hundred miles from the Harris site) and this would give him the
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opportunity to live in close proximity to his family.
Individual F said that he had good rapport with his supervisor and
the he could have remained employed onsite for a while longer, but
that he felt it was in his best interest to accept a position
which offered longer-term employment.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated.

d. Interpretation of Wyle Test Report Results

Concern

The alleger stated that the licensee extracted whatever data they
wanted from a Wyle Laboratories test report for design of the cable
tray supports. The Wyle tests simulated a seismic event on a single
cable tray on a "Shake'able." The alleger stated that the licensee
took data from the report out of context for a single cable tray and
extrapolated it to multiple supports with attached conduit loads.

Oiscussion

The inspector examined Wyle test reports used to qualify the cable
trays.

These reports were:

Wyle Report No. 47241-1, Seismic Simulation Test Program on
Seventeen Cable Tray Configurations, Their Attachments, and a 15
KVA Transformer, dated June 24, 1984

Wyle Report No. 46626-1, Seismic Simulation Test Program for
Threaded Rod Conduit Supports and Cable Trays, dated March 24,
1983.

Review of these reports disclosed that the tests summarized in the
reports were performed to qualify the various types of cable trays and
fittings, e.g. elbows, tees, and connectors. The purpose of these
tests was to demonstrate that the prefabricated sheet metal cable tray
sections and fittings had the structural capacity to support the
electrical cables between supports. The tests did not address cable
tray supports. The cable tray configurations tested during the Wyle
Laboratories study were the worst case configurations. Ouring the
laboratory shake table tests, the effect of fire wrapping of the tray
sections was also includqd in the test. This was done to verify that
the structural capacity of the trays would not be exceeded by the
combined weight of supported cables and fire wrap materials.
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One question which arose during the test was the qualification of the
cable tray holddown clamps (clips) which are used to fasten the
prefabricated cable trays to the structural suppor ts. During the
initial 1984 tests, the holddown clips failed during the test. These
were the same type used by the licensee at the Harris site. The
holddown clips were replaced on the test sections with larger clips and
the tests were continued. As a result of the failures of the holddown
clips, several individuals expressed concerns regarding the adequacy of
the clips utilized at the Harris site. Individual E documented this as
Concern 8 on his list of pending concerns pertaining to the cable tray
restraint structures. The licensee evaluated the capacity of the
holddown clips used at the Harris site and the reasons for the failure
of the clips during the Wyle test in an undated CP&L memorandum, File
number HXSP-001-017-962, Subject: Supplemental Information: Cable
Tray Holddown Clips, and CPE L memorandum to file HASP-001-017-962,
dated September 30, 1986. Based on this evaluation, the licensee
concluded that the hold down clips used on the Harris site were
acceptable.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated. The test data referenced by the
alleger did not involve design of the cable tray support structures.
The licensee did not use any data from these tests in the structural
design of the cable tray supports.

(}ualification of Embeds or Wall Panels

Concern

The alleger stated that he had concerns regarding the selection of
embeds/wall panels that were analyzed under the sampling program
performed to determine if the attachments loads. on embeds/wall panels
were within design allowable values. The alleger stated that when
Individual G performed an initial review of embeds/wall panels,
Individual G found problems with 30 percent of the panels/embeds he
examined. The problems he found were that additional attachments were
added to panels/embeds which were tagged or marked to state that no
additional attachments were to be placed on the embeds/panels. The
embeds/panels were tagged to close out FCRS which covered embeds/panels
which were loaded to their design capacity. The alleger stated that
14000 FCRs were issued against embeds and implied that many of these
FCRs restricted the embeds'e stated that in order to close out the
FCRs the licensee instituted a /CA-7 (random sampling) program to clear
the backlog of FCRs. The purpose of the program was to sample a small
percentage of the embeds and if they were found to be okay, close out
the remaining FCRs. The alleger stated that the /CA-7 program was a

good program if used properly, but that this particular program was
manipulated to give acceptable results. The alleger stated that the
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CQA-7 program bypassed a lot of wall panels that should have been
looked at. He stated that two individuals, Individuals H and I were
directed to select panels to be analyzed that would prove not be
problem panels. The CQA-7 problem didn't identify any problems. The
alleger stated that several engineers doubted the validity of the CAQ-7
program since no problems were identified. The alleger questioned how
the initial small sampling program could identify a large number (30
percent) of problems compared with the results of the CQA-7 program (no
problems) unless the CQA-7 program was falsified.

Discussion

During discussions with NRC Region II personnel, the alleger incor-
rectly used the terms embed and panel interchangeably. Embeds are
steel plates embedded in the concrete which are used for attachment of
pipe supports, cable tray supports, instrumentation, etc. Panels, as
used in the context related to embeds, refers to a term originated in
the Panel Verification Report, PVR-1. This report, which is discussed
in detail in paragraph 6.e above, was a sampling program conducted by
the licensee to determine if the loads acting on embeds were with
design allowable limits. The study also included a review of the total
loads acting on the panels. Panels, as discussed in PVR-l, refers to
sections of floor/ceiling slabs between column lines and sections of
walls between column lines and floors.

The inspector conducted an indepth review of the panel verification
program. The results of this review are summarized in paragraphs 7.e
and 7.f above. The inspector determined during the review that
Individuals H and I were not involved in the PVR-1 report or program.
Individuals H and I also stated that they had not been involved in the
panel verification study when questioned by the inspector. The QCA-7
program mentioned by the alleger refers to a program conducted by the
licensee used to evaluate the effectiveness of personnel performance on
various areas. This program is controlled by CP&L procedure number
CQA-7, Evaluation of Program Effectiveness. This program was used by
licensee management to assess the effectiveness of personnel
performance in the areas of construction and inspection activities.
The program consists of a random sampling plan designed to capture data
within the scope and limits of the area being evaluated. Appendix B to
procedure CQA-7 specifies the minimum sampling sizes required for
various lot or batch sizes. The sample sized are based on Military
Standard 105 D. The PVR-1 report was not based on or in any way
related to the CQA-7 program. The purpose of the PVR-1 program was to
determine if loads acting on a number of embeds and panels were within
design allowable limits. The only similarity between the PVR-1 program
and the CQA-7 program is that the size of sample (i.e. number to
embeds/panels) to be studied was based on Military Standard 105 D.

The alleger's reference to the review of embeds conducted by Indivi-
dual G is more or less factual. Individual G was assigned to conduct a
review of embeds affected by 51 FCRs which had not been closed out.
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These FCRs restricted the embeds from additional attachments. That is,
the change (new attachment) requested and approved by the FCR was
conditioned that no new attachments be made to the embed without the
explicit approval of design engineering. The embeds restricted by FCRs
were marked by use of an adhesive tag affixed to the embed plate. This
tag indicated that no new attachments were to be placed on the embed
unless specifically approved by design engineering. This was to
preclude the attachment of additional supports for field routed equip-
ment, e.g. small diameter piping, conduit, instrumentation, non-safety-
related piping, etc. During the review of embeds affected by the 51
FCRs, Individual G found three were properly tagged, 31 others had no
tags or unauthorized attachments, 16 had no tags and additional unau-
thorized attachments within the restricted areas, and one was not
accessible. That is, approximately 30 percent had problems (unautho-
rized attachments).

Based on the results of Individual G's rev'iew, the licensee concluded
that the use of adhesive tags to restrict embeds was not effective and
that a walkdown program was necessary to identify any restricted embeds
that had unauthorized attachments. 1n addition, the licensee decided
to paint the restricted embeds with red paint to permanently mark them
as restricted embeds. Appropriate plant procedures were revised to
state that no additional attachments were to be made to any embedded
plates painted red without prior approval of the HPES structural unit.

Prior to conducting the walkdown inspections, the licensee conducted a
review of all FCRs approved by the HPES civil/structural unit. These
FCRs, which number approximately 11,000, were prefixed by C (Civil) or
AS (Architectural-Structural). These would be the only FCRs which
would be issued against embeds. After review of the approximately
11,000 FCRs, the licensee identified 253 FCRs which restricted embeds.
Including the 253 which restricted attachments to embeds, the total
number of FCRs wh'ich affected embeds was less than 1000, not 14,000 as
stated by the alleger. The licensee conducted a walkdown of the
restricted embeds to determine if additional attachments had been added
to the embeds after the FCRs had been approved. During the walkdown
inspection, the licensee identified some additional attachments which
had been added to restricted embeds without the authorization of HPES
engineers. Licensee engineers prepared as-built sketches of the embeds
with unauthorized attachments. After the as-built sketches were
prepared, HPES engineers performed an analysis of the total loads
applied to the embedded plates. This analysis showed that stresses
acting on the embeds resulting from the attached loads (authorized and
unauthorized) were within design allowable limits. The results of the
licensee's analysis of the unauthorized attachments demonstrated that
the licensee conservatively restricted embeds and that loads applied to
embeds from field routed equipment are relatively low.

The inspector reviewed sequential groups of FCRs and verified that the
licensee identified those that restricted attachments to embeds. The
inspector walked down selected embeds in the auxiliary, containment,
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and diesel generator buildings restricted by FCRs and examined attach-
ments to the restricted embeds. The inspector verified that the
licensee's walkdown program accurately identified attachments to the
embeds, both those authorized the FCRs, and unauthorized ones attached
after the FCRs were issued. Embeds examined were those affected by FCR
AS-3910, 5235, 5412 and 5476 in the containment building, FCR AS-4195,
6501, 6596, 8211 and, 8296 in the diesel generator building, and FCR
AS-3201, 4646, 5038, 5196, 5713, 8658, 9345, 9419 and 10006 in the
auxiliary building. During the wal'kdown inspection, the inspector
noted that there was apparently some confusion regarding which embeds
required painting to indicate that they were restricted. Licensee
engineers were coordinating this effort with craft personnel to assure
that all restricted embeds were painted. NRC Region II will examine
the restricted embeds in a future inspection to verify all restricted
embeds were properly painted to clearly indicate that additional
attachments are not to be attached to the embeds. This was identified
to the licensee as Inspector Followup Item 400/86-77-05, Painting of
Restricted Embeds.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated. The sample selection in the PVR-1
program was not manipulated to select only embeds/panels for analysis
which would prove not to be problem panels.

Disposition of "To Be Analyzed Later" Interdiscipline Review Requests
(IRRs)

Concern

The alleger stated that IRRs were approved with notation "To Be Ana-
lyzed Later". The alleger stated that he was concerned that these IRRs
may never have been analyzed "later" and questioned the impact of the
never completed analysis on embeds. The alleger said the "To Be
Analyzed Later" IRRs were bought off with the CgA-7 program.

Discussions

The purpose of an IRR is to provide documentation for transmittal of
review information and/or design data between various disciplines
within the HPES unit, e.g., from the Civil subunit to the Hangers
subunits. The alleger also tended to interchange the acronyms IRR and
FCR during discussions with NRC personnel, and implied that they were
similar. The FCR, or Field Change Request, is a formal controlled
change to design documents. The IRRs were a method used to transmit
information between disciplines and did not constitute a design change,
although the information contained within the IRR could be included as
part of the design calculations used to approve an FCR. The IRRs were
substituted for written memorandum. Part I of the IRR lists the
details of the Review Request; this is completed by the subunit re-
questing the information or transmitting the design data to the other
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subunit. Part II of the IRR is completed by the subunit receiving or
responding to the IRR. The Response and Justification to the IRR is
entered in Part II of the IRR and it is indicated whether or not design
verification is required for the IRR. The inspector reviewed IRRs
transmitted between the Civil and Hanger subunits. These included
approximately 250 IRRs which originated in Hanger subunit, prefixed
with an H, and approximately 100 IRRs which originated in the Civil
subunit, prefixed with a C. During the review, the inspector noted
that the Civil subunit responded to numerous Hanger subunit IRRs with
the notation "Approved - To Be Analyzed Later." However, some IRRs had
also been rejected, i.e., the proposed design change summarized in
Part I of the IRR was not acceptable and was returned to the Hangers
subunit for revision. Few of the "To Be Analyzed Later" IRRs affected
embeds. The large majority documented new hanger loads to be applied
to structural steel platform supports or cable tray supports. The
Civil subunit was responsible for structural steel design. The inspec-
tor performed a detailed review of 20 of the "To be Analyzed Later" and
verified that they had been properly evaluated during final design
verification of the structural steel feature affected by the IRR.
During review of IRRs originated in the Civil subunit, the inspector
noted that the Hanger subunit responded to some of the "C" IRRs with
the notation "Received" or "Thanks". The inspector performed detailed
review of two of these IRRs, numbers C-2068, and C-2158. These IRRs
affected design of welds on various pipe hangers and pipe whip re-
straints due to re-analysis performed on the C-1-149, 153, 163, 365,
and 366 frames. The inspector examined the pipe support hanger design
packages for the pipe hangers listed on the IRRs and verified that the
revised loads were considered in design of the affected welds. Based
on discussions with responsible engineers and review of the IRRs, the
inspector concluded that a random sampling (CgA-7 Type) program was not
involved in disposition of the IRRs.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated. Although the documentation of the
Response/Justification to the IRRs left something to be desired, the
inspector concluded that information contained within the IRRs was
considered in final design of the equipment affected by the IRRs.

Nonsafety-Related Concrete Expansion Anchors

Concern

During questioning of individuals named by the alleger, Individual J
discussed concerns related to concrete expansion anchors used in
nonsafety-related installations that could impact safety-related itemsif they failed structurally. These potential interactions of nonsafety
and safety systems are addressed by NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.29 and
are typically referred to as II/I (Seismic Category II over Seismic
Category I) installations. Individual J's primary concern was that the
required embedment .for nonsafety-related anchor s installations was much
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less than required for safety-related anchors. Individual J's secon-
dary concerns were that the nonsafety anchor designs were for concrete
failure, not anchor steel failure and that qualifying anchor load
testing was done using static, not seismic, loadings.

Discussion

Work Procedure-33 (WP-33), "Installation of Wedge Expansion Bolt
Anchors" delineates the installation criteria for safety and non-
safety-related expansion anchors. WP-33, Rev. 14, PCN 6 does specify
shallower minimum embedments for nonsafety anchors. However, the
allowable design loads for nonsafety anchors are also much lower than
for safety-related. For example, the allowable tension load for 1/2
inch diameter nonsafety anchors is 1577 pounds; the allowable tension
load for a 1/2 inch diameter safety-related anchor is 3000 pounds.

A review of WP-33 and the manufacturer's (ITT Phillips) catalogue
indicates that a minimum factor of safety of four between ultimate load
capacity and design allowables has been used for both safety and
nonsafety-related expansion anchors. This factor of safety meets the
requirements detailed in IE Bulletin (IEB) 79-02, "Pipe Support Base-
plate Designs Using Concrete Expansion Anchor Bolts."

With regard to the Individual J's secondary concerns of concrete vs
steel failure, the inspector noted that the manufacturer's qualifying
tests in almost all cases resulted in concrete fai lure, not pull-out or
anchor metal failure at ultimate loads'egardless of the mode of
failure, the required factors of safety are being used to determine
allowable anchor loads.

With regard to the Individual J's secondary concern of static vs
seismic testing, the expansion anchor specification and IEB 79-02 only
require static tensile testing. Further, independent testing done at
the University of California indicated that dynamically loaded anchor
pullout values were within 15 percent of static load pullout values.

. In addition, seismic loadings are included in the engineering analysis
of II/I interaction installations identified at Shearon Harris.

During the evaluation of area of concern, the inspector reviewed the
licensee's program for identifying and evaluating potential II/I
interactions. The inspector reviewed engineering procedure 7.6.8, four
walkdown zone documentation packages and (}A surveillances of the
program. Personnel performing the walkdown, engineering analysis and
gA survei llances were interviewed. Approximately 18 II/I interaction
installations identified by the walkdown team and evaluated by
engineering were inspected in the field.

The program format and walkdown activities in general appeared to be
detailed and thorough. However, the program did not provide for any
actual inspection for proper installation of nonsafety hardware identi-
fied as II/I installations, e'ither by the walkdown crew or the analysis
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engineers. Considering the almost total absence of gC inspection of
nonsafety installations, it appears that some level of hardware inspec-
tion should be required for identified II/I installations. More

, significantly, the inspector identified numerous instances in the field
where the as-built conditions did not conform to the data used for the
engineering analysis of identified II/I'nstallations. Oiscrepancies
included the following:

Area Packa e

A-2"261"1

Item

136/137

Observation

Analysis used hanger spans of 12 ft.
Actual spans are 16 and 13 feet and
one support also carries two addi-
tional conduits not addressed in the
calculation.

A-2-261" 1 22 Actual conduit support spans are
longer than used in calculation by
approximately one foot.

A-1-190-1 47 One expansion anchor nut loose.
Tubesteel to baseplate weld used in
analysis was 1/4 inch fillet.
Actual weld size was 1/8 inch on two
sides and 1/8 to 1/4 inch on two
sides.

A-1-190-1 69/70 Rework aTter analysis added 2-bolt
conduit clamps. Clamps were actual-
ly ins alled witn only one expansion
anchor due to interference with a
stairwell. This in tallation nad
been signed off by the walkdown team
as having been verified unaccep'-
able. Clamp IOs were also much
larger than the conduit 0.0.

."--2-236-1 Conduit suppor" pan lengths are
actually longer than soans used in
the calculations. rn addition, one
leg of or. trapeze suppo:- was
common wi h another rapeze assembly
suppor ing six other conduits. This

~ Iv '
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tr-pe=e ype electrical hange. s was in error . Ti e sheet allowed 2650
pounds when the correct allowable, based on site testing for reduced
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embedments on nonsafety-related anchors, is 1838 pounds. The inspector
noted that none of the calculations observed were for 3/4 inch anchors
and that 5/8 inch anchors are generally used for this type of installa-
tion. However, this nonconservative oversight was indicative of a lack
of thorough review of program details.

The fact that the II/I program is based on a post installation walk-
down, that a low factor of safety (two) is being used to evaluate II/I
installations and that significant hardware installation deficiencies
have been identified in non safety installations (shallow anchor
embedments).made the observed discrepancies more significant.
As a result of the above observations, the following corrective actions
were taken by the licensee:

( I) Engineering procedures' . l. F and 7 .6 .B detailing the verification
walkdown and engineering evaluations were revised to provide more
details to the responsible engineers.

(2) A comparison was made between the "conservative" span lengths
noted by the walkdown team and the spans used by HPES for
analysis. This review yielded 144 cases where less conservative
spans were used for analysis or where the walkdown team had not
specified a span length. No evaluation of these cases to deter-
mine the accuracy and adequacy of the HPES spans had been complet-
ed at the end o; this inspection. Engineering has committed to an
"indepth" evaluation of he "as-built" information, not solely a
check of span leng ".ns. This inspector reviewed several packages
to check :he thoroughness of :he licensee's review. No discrep-
ancies we:e noted. However, a number of cases were noted where
the HP S span lengths were much more conservative han the walk-
down teams. This could be indicative of suppor s being added
a tel the s"ooosedly completed sys4em/area was walked down, or an
.".accurate walkdcwn inspec:ion.

(3) The generic calc
d to design rev',

:ni s calculation
that the generic
valu s. Further
condi ions were

ew.
shee
cal

anal
:i',1

on worksheet for t.aoe=e hangers was subject-
No 3/4 i., h anchors had be=n evaluated using

t. Howeve., this engireeri. g review revealed
culations were unconserva ive at low

"g'sisirdica:ed that all o. eviously acceoted
acceptable. Revised or~sheets were issued.
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missing anchors, and supports not anchored at all. Also, five
cases resulted in changes to the calculations for such items as
additional conduits (four cases) and one case of the wrong support
being analyzed.

This inspector field verified approximately 12 interaction cases for
which the final "confirmatory" walkdown had been completed to the newcriteria in the revised walkdown procedure. Oiscrepancies were noted
in six cases in zone A-1-216-1. These discrepancies were basically
minor, but involved less than conservative spans or conditions and the
wrong number or size of conduits (often there were fewer conduits than
originally detailed). However, in one case, one leg of a hanger had
been completely disassembled and removed.

The number of discrepancies in this program noted by this inspector and
the licensee's own reviews/reinspections indicate :hat further improve-
ments in inspection detail and accuracy are required.

Findings

Individual J's concerns related to failure mode, qualification test
methods and embedment depths of nonsafety-related concrete expansion
anchors are not valid safety concerns. The nonsafety-related anchor
program at Shearon Harris, as it ", elates to these features, is in
accordance with standard industry practice and IEB 79-02.

However, a number oi discrepancies were identified in the program for
iden"ifying and evaluating potential II/I interactions. Programmat'.'c
cor.ec.ive actions have been made and are conti.". irg. Additional
lice.".=ee at:ention to this issue '.s required. ihis area will be
ide".:::iied as Inspec:or Followup item -'.GG/B6-77-06. Review of Oiscrep-
anc es Identified in R.G. 1.29 Malkdown Program.

h. Marpage of Baseplates

Concern

Ou. 'ng questioning o.'nd viduals named by -he ai ager, Individual
stated that he'was concerned that the site engineering resolution to
nonccn>ormance repor. number (ACR) BS-.'709 was ina"'equate. In I98a. a
change o the site exoansion ancho". irspec .'on p. c=edure added . equ re-
ments and acceotance criteria for measuring gaps be".ween baseplates a,",c
concrete surfaces. The iNCR was wri ten to have engineering determineii a„ y backfit insp= :ion was requi. ed or, previously accepted install="-
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sometimes resulted in overstressing and failure of installed expansion
anchors. Individual K stated that the effect of warpage on the
expansion anchors had not been addressed by engineering in the NCR
resolution.

Discussion

The inspector reviewed the NCR and Permanent Waivers (PW) C-6559 and
H-1848 detailing engineering's response to the NCR. The effect of
plate warpage on expansion anchors was not addressed in the NCR resolu-
tion. In addition, the values for plate to concrete gaps used in the
engineering= analysis were not based on direct field measurements or
even mockup tests, but on the recollections of gC inspectors of typicalfield conditions'lso, a sketch depicting the assumed warped plate
profile and assumptions used in the calculations indicated that there
was contact between plate and concrete at each anchor location. Field
observations by this inspector on supports AF-H-274, AF-H-421,
CX-H»1948 and another CX support were that plates warped continuously
from the weld to the plate edge. Gaps existed at the anchors, indicat-
ing strain or slippage of the anchor.

At the request of this inspector, the licensee reviewed the approxi-
mately 450 Discrepancy and Disposition Reports (DDRs) related to
expansion anchor placements to determine the ext n of post installa-
tion anchor failures. One case, involving 1/4 inch diameter anchors
was identified as a fa lure resulting from attachment welding. In
another case, a I/2 inch diameter anchor failed during attachment
welding. There was some indication that these anchors had been damaged
during installation of the baseplate, thus, con ributing to their
failure. Interviews by the licensee of gC inspectors indicated that no
unrep'orted failures had occurred that they were aware o.. The licensee
performed field tes s on 11 "worst case" baseplate designs to determine
the ex .ent of pla.e warpace and induced stress. The inspector wit-
nessed :he setup and testing of two of these ins:a';lations. The test
results indicated warpage and induced stress in -." r oi the ll cases.
However, no archors failed and :hose with induced s:resses (thus,
exceeding the original anchor preload) still were =ar short of ultimatefail 're loads. As fu-ure design loads wi 11 not be acditive to -'".e
preload, original or boosted due to weld warpage. the welding process
has no adverse effec on the anchor.

Findings

The original engineer'.ng resolution to NCR 85-I709 wa; inadequate
that i-. did no . a""ress -he e-.fee .s of weldi".. '".ducec s;. esses on
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Errors in 79-'4 Rollup Program

Concern

During questioning of Individuals named by the alleger, Individual L
informed the inspector that errors were made by a designer in the 79-14
Rollup Group. These errors involved Hanger number PO-H-4198,
PO-H-4199, and MS-H-194. Individual L stated that all three hangers
had additional attachments within 12 inches which were not considered
and that incorrect safety factors were used during computation of
capacity of embedded plates for hanger numbers PO-H-4198 and PD-H-4198.

Discussion

The 79"14 Rollup Program was a final design check performed to assure
that actual as-built conditions were considered in pipe support design.
The 79-14 Rollup pipe support analysis was based on pipe stress comput-
er analysis updated for as-built pipe hanger locations and
configurations.

The inspector examined hanger number MS-H-194. There -were numerous
attachments wi hin twelve inches of the two embeds where this hanger
was attached. There was also an embed adjacent to the hanger which was
restricted under FCR AS-3658. This embed was painted red in accordance
with the licensee restricted embed program. The inspector reviewed the
hanger calculations and determined that the effect of adjacent attach-
ments were not considered in calculation of the embed capacity.
However, the adjacent attachments were for support of small diameter
conduit and ins-rumentation which have relati rely small design loads.
In acdition, tr!e loads from hanger MS-H-194 were we'.1 below the capaci-
ty of the embecs. The.afore, !nciusion of the effect of the adjacent
attachm ." s on the em"ed would not change .he hanger design or exceed
embed capacity. The '."spec-'or reviewed the cesign calculations for
hanger numbe. s PO-H-4>98 and PO-H-4199. The review disclosed that no
adjacen" attac'hmerts w .hin 12 'nches were conside. ed in the design of
these hangers. However, design loads for these hangers were weil be'.ow
the embed capacity. This review also" disclosed that the incorrect
safety factors (,".S. .'.5 ",,stead of 2.0 reqt.ired) were used in the
hanger embed qualification design cneck. However. these errors had
been detected and correc.ed by the licensee. Since the Rollup for both
of these hangers was performed by he same des'cner, he inspec or was
concerned t.,at his ype of error may be 9', . The inspec or
examined eigh additional hanger Roliup design pa"kages completed by
his same desii ner and verified that he used -he correct facio s of
CI' J I ~ I

C --,-D 'I ~

as
. EI)..
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Findings

The concern was substantiated but has no safety significance. The
design errors expressed by Individual L had been detected and corrected
by the licensee. The results of the panel verification program, PVR-l,
demonstrate that the licensee's embed design program was conservative.

j. Capacity of Embed for RAB Elevation 315 Platform

Concern

One of the individuals named by the alleger informed the inspector that
he understood that there were problems with the embed capacity used to
support a platform on elevation 315.5 of the reactor auxiliary build-
ing. The individual referred the inspector to FCR AS-2381, Rl.

Discussion

The inspector examined FCR AS-2381 Rl. This review disclosed that a
licensee engineer had reviewed and identified problems with the justi-
fication for the FCR. The problems, which pertain to the assumptions
used to qualify the baseplate; are documented on a calculation sheet,
dated October 27, 1986, Subject: Embed, Review: Review of
Justification for FCR AS 2381. Discussions with licensee engineers
disclosed tha the concerns were to be evaluated and, if necessary, the
baseplate would be re-analy=ed using more refined analytical tech-
niques. The licensee's resolution to this problem will be examined by
HRC Region II. :his problem was identi'ried to licensee as Inspector
Follow p I.tem 400/86-77-07, Followup on Jus ific tion for FCR AS-2331.

Findings

Tne concern was subs:antiated. However, the conc=",'n was more or less a
statement of fac:s. This problem had been iden:ified to the licensee
who was in process of performing and evaluation or its significance.

k. Installation of New Hangers since PVR-1 Report Completed

Concern

During questioning of individuals named by the alleger Individual L~

s:a =- ha he as concerned with :ne accuracy f the PVR-1 Repor-
since approxima:ely 5000 hangers had oeen ins alled since the PVR-1
:- udy was comp'.e'ed. Individual N stated that .he majority of .nese
nangea s wei e : . : ~rv~'ection ( rl ) anG "lu b'nc " crain Pm~0~ hanoers.
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Oiscussion

The inspector reviewed licensee records pertaining to installation of
pipe hangers. Review of these records disclosed that as of November
1985, the date when the walkdown for PVR-1 study was started, through
Oecember 1986, when construction was completed, 5074 additional pipe
hangers were completed at the Harris site. A breakdown of these
hangers is shown on the table below.

Table

Status of Pipe Hanger Installation

Seismic Hanger
Non-seismic Hanger

Total

Com lete as of
November 1985

16812
10775
27587

Com lete" as of
Oecember 1986

21039
11625
32664

'Complete means installation and inspection completed and all
outs'.anding non-conformances dispositioned.

Review of these records showed that the majority of the new hangers
were for the fire protection system and comprised small diameter (one
to two inches) piping ror fire protection sprinkler head branch lines.
The loads these hangers impose on the embed are, or all practical
purposes, negligible when compared to allowable design loads for the
embedded plates. The loads for 'these hangers were determined from
"chart" methods, which give conservative values. In addition, a large
pe. cen .age or these hangers had been ins-a,lied prior o start of he
PYR-'aikcowns, but were considered incom ie e due to either
inco...piete final gC inspections or outstanding NCRs. The hangers
=or i rge bore p;ping had been comple;ed prior to start o'e PVR-1
walkcown.

During walkdown inspection
inspec:or no-ed "ha some oi
drawircs sir ce they had been
PYR-I walkdown. However, the
diameter piping and work have
stucy.

discussed in paragrapn 6.e above, the
the hangers were not shown on the PVR-I
ins:alled sirce -.ne comoletion of the
majority o these hangers supoorted small
no. af ected the conciusion oi the PVR-1

Based on tne s udies comple ed by the licensee of the restricted embeds
and of additional emibeds selected by the inspector, and the inherent
conservatism o; tne PYR-I =-t dy. 'he ins."ac=der concluded that t."'.e

o" >TibecQec v~ a ~=s
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Findings

The concern was substantiated. However, this concern has no safety
significance due to the conservative methodology employed by the
licensee in design of embedded and surface mounted plates.

1. Design of Platform Steel

Concern

Subsequent to the inspection, on February 13, 1987, the alleger con-
tacted NRC Region II and expressed concerns relative to design of the
containment building platform steel. These concerns included modeling
of connections and inclusions of loads from attached supports/restraints.
The alleger stated that if CASH (The Colation for Alternatives to
Shearon Harris, intervenors in the Harris plant licensing proceedings)
finds out about this issue that there would be allegation of "cover-up"
and could cause the NRC a lot of problems.

Discussion

The licensee identified problems regarding the design of the contain-
ment building platform steel in July - Augus 1986. These problems
were identified during final verification of actual loads supported by
the platforms and concerned treatment of seismic loads resulting from
the attached piping, cable tray supports, and equ;pment. The final
verification included analysis of loads documented on IRR's which were
dispositioned "To be Analyzed Later". The seismic loads were consid-
ered to ac- in one direc.ion only, and nc in bo:h directions as is
required. This load reversal problem was confined to design of the
struc-ural steel platforms in the containment building. Tnese croblems
were identified to the inspector by licensee engineers during an
inspec ,on conducted Sep ember 4 - 11, I986, and are documented in
Inspec'ion Report No. 50-400/86-69. Jnresolved :om 400/86-69-03 was
identified pertaining to the licensee's handl'.ng o-. this problem. 'he
inspector and consultant reviewed calcula ions =or design of the
platform steel during inspection of concerns .clat ve to Detail G. The
inspecior and consul an. conc!uded that ::".e seismic load reversal
problems had been for the most par resolved and cid not result in an
unresolved safety issue, but rather corcerrec -inal documentation of
as-built conditions in order to finalize the calculations. A detailed
review of -.he completed calcula; o..s wil> be -erformed during closeout
of Unresolved Item 400/86-69-03.





Finding

The concern is substantiated in that there were problems regarding'esign of the containment building structural steel platform. NRC was
aware of this provlem and documented it in an inspection report. An
indepth review will be performed on the completed calculations by NRC.

Conclusions

Five of the thirteen allegations expressed by the alleger or individuals
named by the alleger were substantiated. One of the substantiated
allegations resulted in another example of Violation 400/86-77-01 in
that the licensee did not adequately implement the design verification
program in the area of design of the fuel rack assembly support beams.
The other four substantiated allegations had no safety significance
while the rem'aining eight allegations we'e not substantiated.

Within the areas inspected, no deviations were identified.

Case RII 86-A"0271

Background

An individual, herein after referred to as the lleger, contacted NRC
Region II and expressed concerns regardirg :he engineering design
control program at the Harris si te . The al lecer p: ovided three speci f-
ic examples (concerns) which he stated prov 5ed evidence of design
problems at :he Harris site. The concerns and the results of the
inspection of these concerns is discussed in =aragraph S.b th. ough S.e
below.

Oesign of Fuel Pool Rack Supports

Concern

The alleger stated -.hat a design change in :-e ;iel pool resulted in
the legs oi he fuel racks no- matching u wi-.h :he embeds hat had
been instaliec in the concrete floor oi the -'.el "ool. A s=udy by
Wes inghouse r suited in a decision to moun: :he ='l racks directly on
the fuel pool liner which consisted of 3/16 inch s-.ainless steel plate.
When zhe racks were ins alled, hey co ld "' ."e olumbed and it was
found that tnere was a gap averaginc .'!~ incn :o .3; 4 inch between :ne
liner and the concre e floor. The original Westing~ouse design for ihe
fuel oool ca'.led fo. -he fuel pool liner to be in =irect contact witn

io .Cre i fioo ~ . ::"ass c=sign was .
~ ,=NI--.c '. -w curino cons

(-
I

;or "'raina'=-. ine „""-b:e;,. o-. -„he cao is "-„-„ c „-ument~c ',n C?.''
s a a w 'leal

vs r ~ 8 ' '
y ~ ey ~ > ~ I4c»'Jt~i ~ » w ~ ~,' ~ Av >., ~ i ~ ( 0 ) w ~ ) tJ'4 s ~ c

hydro .es.ing on;he;uel pool had already =-=-; cc-pleted. Fnginee~irg



then devised a solution of bridging the embeds and installing the fuel
racks on the bridges over the embeds. There is a concern that the
subsequent changes in the original Westinghouse design of the fuel pool
may be inadequate due to nonconservative engineering assumptions in
load distribution for the fuel racks in the redesign of the racks.

Discussion

The design change the alleger is referring to is the change to high
density fuel racks discussed in paragraph 7.b. above. The original
installation did call for the fuel pool to be supported directly on
embedded plates. However, the redesign by Westinghouse (high density
racks) called for these racks to be supported on the stainless steel
liner which was thought to be in contact with the grout/concrete
surface below the liner. The presence of the gap became apparent
during installation of the high density (redesigned) racks'he
sequence of construction of the fuel pool was as follows:

( 1) Reinforced concrete was placed to within three inches of the
bottom of the liner.

(2) Portland cement grout was then'laced over the concrete surface.
The top of grout elevation corresponded with the bottom of the
liners

(3) The stainless steel fuel oool liner was installed directly on the
grouted surface and welded.

The gaps be;ween the grcuted surface and liner were apparently caused
by boat distortation during welding. The ga"s were not planned, but
were ti e result of minor cons;ruction problems. These problems are
.documented by CP&L in FCR-AS-l0360. The solution to resolve he
prob'em was to suppor: ;he racks on beams ',".sta'.led o bridge the
d stance between existing embeds.

As discussed in paragraph 7.b. above, nonconservative allowable stress-
es were used in design of the modification = support the new fuel
pool. This design problem were documented in,"CR Ho. OP-86-0185. Th.s
problem only applied to he new fuel pool rack redesign since a differ-
ent design approach was used to redesign the spen . fuel pool racks.
How=ver, :he h gh densIty spent fuel racks have not yet been installed
ln th 'soent ~ "eI poc<. The licensee \s presen Ny re-analyzing the
redesicr of he new and spent uel ~acks to e:iminate possible design
problems. .he rew f el .acks will be mc"'-,ied to mee redesign
ffgh)II VI lgh1QU"" II' l4

In's- c n —
~ , =- pattie'sj suDstantiat .", = " gap cces x':st

be 'naen he -ncrete ("rou-ed) supporting su"face and the fuel pool
liner. in acdi ion, some nonconserva ive allowable stress values were
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used in the design to resolve the problem. As a result of the design
errors, the violation discussed in paragraph 7.b. above was identified
by the inspector. However, the redesign problem pertaining to install-
ing high density fuel racks was documented in CPS L files. The licensee
did not attempt to "cover-up" the problems as the alleger stated, and
the gaps were not planned, but was rather the result of a documented
problem.

Upper Steam Generator Snubber and Buffer Supports

Concern

In December 1986, an NCR was written regarding the "upper snubber and
buffer supports" on the steam generator. There was an installation
deficiency in that some bolts could not be properly tightened due to a
wall that had been constructed adjacent to the supports which blocked
access to the supports. Although the problem was resolved by engineer-
ing review, there is a concern that the safety factor is at an "abso-
lute minimum." Another concern along this line is that the "safety
factor" should have been applied uniformly "across the board" for all
engineering problems.

Discussion

This concern involved installation of heavy hex nuts on embedded anchor
bolts which are used for a tachment of the s earn generator snubbers and
upper lateral bumper supports to the containment building structural
concrete. During the equipment urnover process in October-November
1985, the licensee determined tha. records -or inspection of the
installa.ion of the heavy hex nuts were incomplete. Inspection at-
tributes which could not be reinspected at that time due to the fact
that some of -.he nu s were inaccessible were nut material type, and
snug iigh ness of the double hex nuts. These problems were documen ed
on Mechanical Equipment Inspection Turnover Records. The disposition
of he problem is documented on Permanent Waiver (PW) AS-?0201. The
inspector examined the calcula icns which were completed to justify and
accept this PW. Review of the calcula lors disclosed that the licensee
made several conservative assumptions 0 jus i:y accep ance of che W.
These were as follows:

Due to lack of inspection documenta:ion, :he licensee assumed the
'nstai led neavy hex nuts were of the lowest available grade ASTM
A-563, Grade A, and not AST4l A-563. Grade OH nuts specified on the
cons:ruct on drawing (EBASCO Drawing CAR-2168-G-248 SOI, Embedded
Steel =.or Ecuipment Suo"orts). Conc>usia t of the re-analysis wa=

t) g >t r=.G >>» '» I >

(2) Bo>:s w",;=; n4>. app=a ~ =c 0 b- in "> os ontac were disuse a 'cec
in cesign calculations. Tha; is. tne nuts on one o- ;he eigh
bolts on :he steam generator bumper support appeared to be "loose"
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(i.e., had point contact only) and were not snug tight as required
by design. The bumper supports were re-analyzed by disregarding
the one bolt with "loose" nuts. Results of the re-analysis
disclosed that seven anchor bolts would be more than adequate to
carry design loads.

(3) The nuts on one of four bolts for the snubber supports appeared to
be "loose." This snubber support was re-analyzed by disregarding
the bolt with the "loose" nuts. Results of the re-analysis
disclosed that three anchor bolts would be adequate to carry the
design load.

Review of the calculations disclosed that calculated stresses were less
than code allowable stresses. Safety factors are applied in calcula-
tion of the code allowable stresses and design. loads. The safety
factors used are those required by various codes used in design. The
statement that the safety factors used are at an "absolute minimum" is
misleading. Safety factors used are those specified by industry codes
and standards and NRC requirements. The safety factors are not applied
uniformly "across the board," but vary depending on design loading
conditions, type of materials (e.g., concrete, structural steel,
stainless steel piping, etc.), techniques used in design, and various
other factors. The statement that a uniform safety factor should be
applied uniformly across the board for all engineering problems is
incorrect, and in fact, would be in conflict with some code
requirements.

Findings

The concern was not substantia .ed. Sa-ety fac ors used in re-analysis
of the upper steam gen ra or snubber and buffer supports wei'e found o
be acceptable.

Design of 8asepla e for Mainsteam and Feedwater Line Support ( IRR 3000)

Concern

IRR 3000 was p. epared regarding a support =or a "mainsteam and feed-
water line. This support is ~a six i'nch thick steel plate measuring
nine feet by five feet. The support is mounted on a wall between the
turbine building and the auxiliary building. This support was a tached
to tie wall with anchor bol s which wei'e no: adeq a:e for the loading.
There are three baseplates in 'he wall with 50 anchors overlapping.
The engineering calculations consid=red these anchors individualiy when
.hey shoulc have been cons'.cerec as grouos.

"isc~ sslon

Ine 'osage~ o. -xa ~ i. eo .'," «:Ci - 'D'ia ~-vi=w we~ '~s (ERR) 8 QQ
IRR was wr''.ten for the ourpose of determir..n" '; design of the engi-
neered plate supporting hanger r, .,ber NS-H Rig was adequate for revised
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79-14 design loads. The engineered plate is attached to the auxiliary
building wall with 26 two inch diameter embedded anchor bolts. The
anchors are spaced in a pattern over a 6'6" x 2'3" area. The engineered
plate was designed by Bergen-Paterson (BP) for hanger loads shown on BP
drawing number T-1-286-1-MS-H-219. Ouring the 79-14 review, the loads
were revised. All loads decreased by 50 percent or more except for the
shear force, (Fy). .The increase in shear force was slight compared to
the decreases in the other loads. The designer concluded in the
justification for IRR 3000 that the small increase in the shear force
would have an insignificant impact on the design of the plate when
compared to the large decreases in the other loads. The inspector
concurs wi'eh this conclusion. The licensee revised the calculati'bns
for the MS-H-219 baseplate on November 18, 1986, to consider the effect
of adjacent embeds (overlapping shear cones). The revised analysis
showed that loads from MS-H-219 were within design allowable values.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated.

Engineering Staff is not Following QA/QC Program

Concern

The engineering stair is not following the QA/QC program. Al so, the
CPKL engineering staif is not qualified to perform their jobs.

Oiscussion

The inspec or reviewed the quali iications oi selected members of the
CP(EL engineering stafi. This review disclosed that these individuals
had at least a Bachelor of Science (BS) degree in engineering. A large
number were aiso registered Pro.essional Engineers and/or also had
Master of Science (MS) degrees. Therefore, =he inspector concluded
that the CPKL„ engineering staff is well qualified to perform their
jobs. Ouring he integrated design inspection conducted on Oecember 3,
1984 hrough February 13, 1985, the NRC iOi .earn raised some questions
regardiing the design capabili:y of the Harris Plant Engir eerirrg Sec-
tion. These concerns were addressed by the licensee and the iOI team
closed out this item (see inspection Report 50-<00/84-48 (Supplement 1)
dated October 1, 1985). The alleger did not give ar y specific informa-
tion regarding iailure oi;he CP8L er g'.neering s-.ari to follow ne
QA/QC program, except for the three examples ci ed by the alleger which
are discussed in paragraphs 8.b. through S.d. above. With the
exception or ,",e violation discuss"-d :n para=ra"h 5.d anc i.b, review
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The licensee's QA/QC controls pertaining to design control have been
reviewed by NRC Region II inspectors on numerous occasions during
construction of the Harris project. The regional inspectors did not
identify any instances which would indicate the licensee's engineering
staff was not following the QA/QC program. The violations cited in
this report are not indications on a breakdown in the licensee's QA/QC
program pertai,ning to design control.

Findings

The concern was not substantiated. Results of review of the licensee's
design control program indicated the licensee's engineering staff
complied with QA/QC Program for design control.

f. Conclusion

One of the four concerns expressed by the allegers was partially
substantiated. The partially substantiated concern involved design
control problems and was also identified to NRC Region II by another
individual. (See paragraph 7.b. above.) This resulted in Violation
Item 400/86-77-01 for failure to implement adequate design control
measures. The portion of the allegation pertaining to a cover up of
the fuel rack problems and he cause of the problem was not substanti-
ated. The remaining three concerns were not substantiated.

Within the areas insoec ed, no deviations were identified.
9. Case RII 86-A-0278

a. Back":o nd

A ccoy of an unsigned, undated a ffidav i t was sent 0 NRC Region II by a
Rale gh television rePor er. The arridav::u. which Presumably was
furn'shed by ar. individual formerly employed as a caroenter at the
Ha. ris site, pertained to alleged imorooer const. uction practices.
These allegations are discussed in paragraphs 9.b through 9.d below.

Rebar was Oeleted from ~he Ccntainmenu 4'all

Concern

lne a ~ ~ icavi t states dna al 1 he rc.nfo ~ c ng s e I that was supposec
to co in o the northwest wall of the containment building was'buried in
a l=rge .renci'. on the northside o -he ". lant. To cover up the fac-
J g'4 ~ i
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wall and "glued" into place with epoxy. The alleger also stated that
the craft personnel working on this portion of the wall drank seven to
eight cases of beer each night and dumped the empty beer cans into the
forms before the concrete was poured. The alleger stated that the cans
are the metal that the NRC inspector picked up on his tests when he
checked for rebar.

Oiscussion

Numerous inspections of concrete placements in the reactor building
containment walls have been conducted by Region II inspectors at the
Harris site. Ouring these inspections, .the NRC inspectors verified
that licensee gC inspectors had performed pre-placements inspections to
assure that the rebar was properly installed and that the forms were
free of debris and trash. The results of the gC inspections are
documented in the licensee's quality records. The Region II inspectors
also examined the concrete forms prior to placement of concrete and
verified that they were free of debris and trash, and verified that
reinforcing steel was installed in accordance with drawing require-
ments. NRC inspectors do not use any type of metal detectors to
ascertain presence of rebar in the containment walls or in any other
structure as is implied by the statement in the affidavit that "the.
cans are the metal that the NRC inspector picked up in his tests."

Ouring the containment building structural integrity test (SIT) which
was conducted February 21 - 23, 1986, the containment was pressuri ed
to 1. 15 times the design pressure (51.85 psig). The inspector examined
portions of the containment walls, including the rorthwest wall dur,ing
the SIT. No defects were found in the concrete. Measured deflections
and strains were generally less than 2/3 of -nose those predicted by
EBASCG design engineers. The results of -he SIT indicate that the
containment walls are "over-reinforced", -.hat is, there is more rebar
in them that is required :o res st design pressure.

Finding

The allegation was not substantia-ed. The alleger may have been
referring to deficiercies reported :o he NRC Region II in late 1979
and early 1980 under 10 CFR 50.55e. These were identified in NRC
inspection repor s as item number 401/79-23-02; Omission or Rebar in
the Unit 2 RA8 South Shear Mall and item number 400/80-11-02, Gmissioa
of Rebar in tre Ex-.erior ',i'ail of the Un',; 1 Con:ainment Building.
These problems were corrected by the licensee. The inspector and other
Region II personnel performed extensive inspections of the

licensee'ctionsto ""rrec. :hese problems. A Co,»:r a io". of Action letter was
'~sued .c ;h icersee a»"c placement o- sa»e=, -"=-'„ated concre-e
stopped -"", a,"erioc o-. 'i.-..e as a resu»= -. -.i =.se ,""oblems.
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c. Defect in Pouring of Concrete in the Cooling Tower

Concern

The alleger. stated in the affidavit that there were serious defects in
the concrete pouring process used in several retaining walls of the
cooling tower. These alleged defects were early removal of forms,
extremely large honeycombs (voids), adding water to get air bubbles out
of the concrete instead of using a concrete vibrator, and using too
much calcium in the concrete mix.

Discussion

The cooling tower is not a safety-related structure and has not been
inspected by NRC. Construction of the cooling towers was performed by
a speciality (cooling tower) contractor under a contract separate from
construction of the power block and other plant structures. Procedures
for construction of the cooling tower were reviewed and monitored by
the licensee. Discussion with the licensee's project engineer who
oversaw construction of the cooling tower disclosed that form removal
was carefully controlled, calcium (calcium chloride) was not used in
the concrete, and that excessive honeycomb (voids) were not present in
the hardened concrete.

Finding

The allegation was not substantiated. Failure or the cooling tower
concrete would not have any safety significance.

Problems with 8-rays of Welds in the Cooling Tubes

Concern

The al>leger s:ated in his affidavit tha he believed certain x-rays o=
welds in cooling tubes were falsified. He based this opinion on the
rollowina:

(!) The x-ray machine d d not make the whi! ring, numming noise when
ope! at i cig.

(2) The alleger's radia'ion-sensitive badge did no: turn color when he
s ood zhr:e 0 four feet away ro>". the x-ray machine.

(3) The photocrapher took x-rays whi
the x-ray machire instead of

le:he al leger was in the vicinity
wai:i,"..g un.i! the a! leger was 26

(")I ~ .~-~
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Discussion

The statements made concerning the x-rays of welds in cooling tubes are
not creditable for the following reasons:

( I) Whirring, humming noises from x-ray machines are caused by the
'

operation of the cooling units for the x-ray generation compo-
nents. Most industrial "x-rays" are taken using radioactive
sources. These radiographic test units do not have cooling units
and do not make any noise during the examination of the welds.

(2) There is no reason to believe that a carpent'er on a construction
site would be issued any type of radiation-sensitive badge, let
alone one that changed color, since Carolina Power and Light does
not use badges that change color to measure. radiation exposure.

(3) People involved with industrial radiography are working'o the
requirements of a license which requires very strict compliance to
radiation safety measures which include roping off areas, posting
warning signs, etc.

(4) Industrial radiographers do not wear protective clothing. Their
protection comes from the safety measures taken during the setup
of the equipment, and the prudent use of sensitive instrumentation
to make sure that they are not being exposed to unnecessary
-.adiation.

In addition, we are not aware of any pieces of sa>ety-related equipment
which has cooling tubes with welds that require radiography.

Find'nsg s

The allegation was not substantiated. It would appear :hat whoever
provided the description of wrong doing concerning x-rays of welds has
not been involved with any industrial radiography or x-rays .testing
because the details that are provided concerning distances, machine
noises, and pro-ective clothing are more appropria ely associa ed w!th
den:al ol medical x-ray work which most people are familiar with.

e. Conclusions

None o= ihe three allega-ions were substan iated.

Wi .i'-'n the area inspec ed, no viola=ions or deviations were identified.
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10 Case RII-86-A"0318

a. Background

An individual, herein after referred to as the alleger, contacted NRC
Region II and expressed concern regarding design of small diameter
electrical conduit and capacity of cable support brackets installed in
manholes. The alleger provided copies of two Quality Check Report
(QCRs) numbers QCR 8172 and 8174, which had been submitted to the
licensee by an individual expressing these same concerns. Followup on
these concerns, which involved review of the licensee's actions to
resolve the QCRs, is discussed in paragraph 10.b and 10.c below.

b. Seismic Capacity of B-194 Brackets

Concern

The alleger was concerned that brackets installed in manholes to
support safety-related cables had no capacity to resist seismic forces
in the 2-direction (i.e., along the axial direction of the cables they
support). These brackets are designated "B-194" brackets on the
licensee's drawing.

Discussion

This same concern was expressed to he licensee by an individual who
submitted QCR 8172. The inspector examined the results of the licens-
ee's investigation of this QCR and discussed the concern with licensee
engineers. The resul s of the irvestigation is documented in the
just'.'fication of IRR-E-1631. Review of this IRR, the discussion with
licensee engineers, and review of licensee drawings disclosed hat tne
B-194 supports were installed in the manholes to organize and prov.'de
an orderly arrangement of the cables. The B-194 supports are not
required o withstand a seismic event. The cables have very little
stiffness in the axial direction and, thus, sag between supports. If,
during a seismic event the B-194 support bracket would fail, the cables
would have to support their own dead weight plus the weight of the
B-194 bracket (approximately eight pounds). Since the cables are
suppor ed in buried conduits before en ering and after exiting the
manholes, the length of the unsupported cables after failure of the
6-194 bracket would only be approx>mately six feet. The axial tension
resulting from the six foot length of cable and e cht pound bracke. is
well below the pulling tension load, which is the cable tension load
allowable.
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C. Design of Small Diameter Electrical Conduits

Concern

The alleger. was concerned that 1/2 inch diameter, 3/4 inch diameter and
one inch diameter electrical conduits are not designed to function as
tension/compression members during a seismic event. The alleger stated
that maximum allowable space lengths for these conduits needed to be
reduced so that the slenderness ratio would be within the allowablelimit of 200.

Discvssion

This same concern was expressed to the licensee by an individual who
submitted gCR 8174. The licensee's engineering staff performed a
review of this gCR which is documented in a memorandum to file, dated
January 8, 1987, Subject: Response to gCR No. 8174. The licensee
concluded that conduits are classified as nonsafety-related and need
only meet Regulatory Guide 1.29 requirements to assure structural
integrity. This eliminates the requirement that the conduit function
as a tension/compression member, i.e., a column. Conduits are designed
to support self weight and cable weight (bending stresses) in a seismic
event so that structural integrity is maintained. The use of the
slenderness (KL/r) ratio is to limit compressive stresses to preclude
column failure due to buckling. This is not a concern for conduit'-that
acts primarily as a beam or bending element. The inspector reviewed
the licensee's evaluation of gCR 8174 and discussed the findings of the
evaluation with licensee engineers. The insoector concurs with the
license that the use oi the Kl/r parameter is rot required for the
qualification of conduit spans since the small diameter conduit is no'esigned to func.ion as a tension/compression member, i.e., a column.

Findings

The concern is not substantiated. Small diame:er cordui is not
required to be designed to function as a column.

Conclusion

One of the two concerns was substantiated. However, this concern is
simply =- s atement of fact and has no safety significance. The. rema'.n-
ing co,.cern was not substan:ia:ed.

Within the area inspec-ed, no violat:ons or devia:ions were identified.
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